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Executive Summary
The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and the partners of the NFWF grant “Building Ecological
Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards” grant, funded by the Department of the Interior and administered by
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, engaged in the development of guidance, outreach and education for
communities, professionals and youth, and direct assistance to municipalities for specific assessments, planning
and implementation of ecological solutions to coastal hazards. Major outcomes of the project included the
Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards guide; Sustainable Jersey ecological actions for
municipalities; live presentations to over 3900 stakeholders; development of individual Coastal Vulnerability
Assessment for 27 communities; technical assistance to help communities identify appropriate ecological
solutions; development and/or implementation of ecological solutions by 10 local governments; monitoring
standards, reporting on monitoring of sites, and a new citizen science monitoring program; and participation of
over 700 students in a new curriculum module for ecological classes and field work. The grant addressed the
needs of coastal communities by tailoring the guide and the assistance to local concerns and opportunities thus
significantly advancing the comprehension of resiliency planning, vulnerability assessments and successful
mitigations.
Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards – A Guide
“It is our hope that by highlighting ecological solutions to New Jersey's coastal hazards, we can help communities
prepare and adapt to ongoing and future changes, strengthening long-term coastal resilience for both people and
wildlife. “(BESCCH)
Written as a comprehensive effort of NJ DEP Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning, Sustainable Jersey,
Partnership for the Delaware Estuary, Stevens Institute of Technology, Rutgers E.J. Bloustein School of Planning
and Policy and the Barnegat Bay Partnership, and led by the National Wildlife Federation, the guide incorporates
an overview of coastal communities and New Jersey coastal ecosystems, their protective values, key
vulnerabilities and ecological solutions to address them, and provides the means both in planning and
implementation to protect and enhance the communities and their ecosystems. Research for the guide included
analyzing the potential for NJ masterplans and ordinances to include ecological solutions, a literature search on
NJ natural coastal hazards, and best practices for ecological solutions. Sustainable Jersey modified its Natural
Resources Inventory action to included elements to support ecosystems identification and ecological solutions.
“The guide advances practices that can help coastal communities to become safer and more sustainable in ways
that work with, rather than against, nature. It describes ecological solutions to coastal community hazards,
including measures to protect open space, enhance and protect coastal ecosystems (including beaches and dunes,
coastal forests and shrublands, and tidal marshes) in ways that increase elevation and reduce erosion and flooding
risks.” (BESCCH)
Outreach and Assistance
Significant outreach and assistance to coastal communities and the professionals was incorporated in the grant
to promote and implement ecological solutions. Multiple presentations and a webinar were made at the local,
regional and national level including the New Jersey State League of Municipalities Conference, and the American
Beach and Shore Protection National Conference reaching over 3,900 participants. These are available online.
Three training sessions for professionals and contractors led by Partnership for the Delaware Estuary expanded
the understanding, support and successful implementation of ecological solutions.
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Twenty-seven coastal municipalities were engaged to participate in “Getting to Resilience” and to develop Coastal
Vulnerability Assessments which were followed by technical assistance for potential use of ecological solutions
projects from a team of grant partners. This effort was led by Sustainable Jersey and included the Office of Coastal
and Land Use Planning, the National Wildlife Federation, Stevens institute of Technology, Partnership for
Delaware Estuary and Barnegat Bay Partnership.
Fifteen of the State’s most significant floodplain neighborhood buyout areas, under the Blue Acres program, were
assessed to determine ecologically based restoration opportunities. By combining an awareness of the functions
and values of natural floodplains with improved ecologically based site restoration techniques, these sites can
become assets for the surrounding neighborhoods, improving the quality of life in these communities and making
them more resilient to the impacts of flooding.
Nine municipalities and one county partnered by planning and in some cases implementing ecological solutions
to their coastal vulnerabilities: Atlantic City, Brigantine, Downe, Lower, Margate, Secaucus, Somers Point, Spring
Lake, Upper and Cape May County. Each government partner chose issues such as flooding, sea level rise and
coastal erosion to address in a pilot project. The ecological solutions included living shorelines with embankments
for shoreline stabilization, flood mitigation and habitat creation; beach replenishment with breakwaters to deter
erosion, and studies for shoreline and marsh restoration. The implemented projects are available online currently
at the NJ DEP Coastal Atlas (http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_map-coastal-restoration-living-shoreline.html).
The project process and the many activities will be documented and promoted nationally and be available to
others interested in expanding the use of ecological solutions.
Youth Engagement
The project partners, led by NJ Audubon, developed a module for high school curriculums to engage students in
understanding the value of ecosystems and how ecological solutions can enhance them. Beta courses were
provided at the Cape May Technical and the Ocean City High School based on the municipal projects. Five other
schools implemented ecological solutions such as dune rehabilitation, habitat creation for pollinators, and
stormwater mitigation through appropriate vegetation. Over 700 students participated in the programs. They are
online for national use at http://www.nj.gov/dep/seeds/bescch/index.htm.
Monitoring and Citizen Science
NJDEP and the Partnership for the Delaware Estuary led the monitoring and citizen science efforts along with
Barnegat Bay Partnership. These are critical to the success of ecological solutions. Lessons learned improve the
implementation. The time frame for monitoring is long, often five years before the projects can be deemed
successes or failures. Adaptive management over that period and throughout the life of the ecosystems is needed.
The project provides for professional monitoring of the implemented projects and the training of citizens for
monitoring beyond the life of the grant. Citizens can both monitor ecological projects and provide input into
adaptive management as needed and monitor ecosystems for their health and vulnerabilities.

The “Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards” grant initiative strongly advances resiliency
planning and provides guidance and assistance on ecological solutions at its most critical level -local
communities.
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Introduction
In January 2014, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP), Office of Coastal and Land Use
Planning, along with several non-profits, universities and local governments, submitted a proposal to the
Hurricane Sandy Coastal Resiliency Competitive Grants Program 2013 funded by the Department of the Interior
and administered by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. The proposal, Building Ecological Solutions to
Coastal Community Hazards, was accepted and the grant period was set for two years from March 1, 2015 to
March 1, 2017 and subsequently extended to March 1, 2018. The grant overall was funded at $3,440,000 with
matching funds from the partners of $894,888.
The need for the generation and dissemination of strategies that will make NJ coastal communities more resilient
was highlighted by the unprecedented damage inflicted by Superstorm Sandy. Over a year after the storm, tens
of thousands of New Jersey coastal residents remained unable to return to their homes. Sandy was enormously
costly with estimates of $65 billion in damages, making it second only to Katrina’s $125 billion price tag in national
economic impact. The value of NJ’s coastline and estuary regions are significant to the state’s economy: the port
commerce industry is valued at over $50 billion; coastal tourism is valued at $28 billion, and commercial fisheries
and aquaculture are valued at more than $1 billion (SeaGrant, 2014). The coastline is also home to many of New
Jersey’s residents, and the state taxation division estimates over 40,000 properties suffered a total of $4.3 billion
in lost value from storm damage (Parry, 2013).
While it is recognized that ecosystem-based infrastructure approaches can provide cost-effective solutions that
will protect critical habitat and people, there is little guidance on how and where to utilize them in coastal
communities. This grant provides processes for systemically identifying ecological resiliency strategies and
developing them into successful local actions and then promoting them to the coastal communities.

Geographic Context
The grant area includes the tidally flowed shoreline and multiple estuary regions within New Jersey and
encompasses 239 municipalities. New Jersey has over 125 miles of Atlantic Ocean coastline and nearly 1,800 miles
of tidal shoreline with areas of residential, commercial, industrial uses, and areas of natural ecosystems. The
shorelines have very different characteristics. In northeastern New Jersey, the Hudson River estuary and those of
other small rivers, such as the Hackensack and Raritan, are the most urban and densely populated and the core
of the state’s ports of commerce. Along the eastern central and southern areas of the state are the Atlantic Ocean
shorelines which are marked by public beaches, residential neighborhoods, commercial fishing and tourism. The
Delaware Bay estuaries are in the southern portion of the state and are less developed. Freshwater tidal, brackish,
and salt marshes are particularly abundant in this area, serving as natural buffers for flooding and critical habitats
for fish and wildlife. The Delaware River area along the western coast has a mix of rural in the south to urban in
the north.

Grant Goals
Given NJ’s fragmented system of small, low-capacity local governments, ecological strategies that can be
implemented through local ordinances and other programs that do not necessarily involve major municipal or
regional efforts need to be developed. The goal of this grant was to convene a team of public and private players
in NJ to systemically identify successful strategies, develop them into clear, ready-to-use local actions, assess
communities for the applicability of these strategies, and work with several pilot communities to create successful
models that will drive further adoption of ecological solutions.
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The functionality of the grant differs by community needs and background knowledge of ecological solutions,
either: 1) the municipality has a basic understanding of the benefits and design elements; 2) the municipality will
implement new policies and programs; or 3) the municipality will have designed a project. The grant resulted in
dozens of municipalities achieving at least one of these outcomes within the grant timeframe.

Grant partners
The grant brought together diverse professionals to provide a comprehensive team to accomplish the goals of the
grant. The NJ Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP), Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning took the
lead as the primary recipient of the grant. The National Wildlife Federation (NWF), Sustainable Jersey (SJ), the
Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE), the New Jersey Sea Grant Consortium, Rutgers University, nine
municipalities – Atlantic City, Brigantine, Downe, Lower, Margate, Secaucus, Somers Point, Spring Lake, and Upper
- and one county, Cape May, participated as primary partners. They in turn brought additional partners- Barnegat
Bay Partnership (BBP), Stevens Institute of Technology, NJ Audubon Society, and the NJ School Boards Association.
Numerous professional firms, academic centers and government employees, also assisted in the grant projects:
Arthur W. Ponzio Co & Associates, Engineering Design Associates, Leon S. Avakian, Louis Berger, Michael Baker
International, Mott Associates, Mott McDonald, Najarian Associates, Rutala Associates, Remington, Vernick &
Arango Engineers, Remington, Vernick & Walberg Engineers, Stockton University Coastal Research Center, and
Waters Edge. The willingness to collaborate across areas of expertise without question was one of the primary
factors in the success of this grant.
The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and the partners of the NFWF grant, Building Ecological
Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards, engaged in the development of guidance, outreach and education for
communities, professionals and youth, and provided direct assistance to municipalities for vulnerability
assessments, technical support, planning and implementation of ecological solutions to coastal hazards. Major
outcomes of the project included the Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards guide; live
presentations on ecological solutions to over 3900 stakeholders; development of Coastal Vulnerability
Assessments for 27 coastal communities; planning and/or implementation of ecological solutions in 10
municipalities; field monitoring of four grant projects, 5 white papers and reports on monitoring standards, field
work and results and the creation of an ongoing citizen science program; and engaging over 700 students in
ecological courses and field work.

Recognitions
The overall grant efforts have been recognized with:
The 2017 American Planning Association, New Jersey Chapter, Excellence in Planning Award for
Engagement and Education
Brigantine Beach’s Living Shorelines Project was recognized with:
The New Jersey Society of Municipal Engineers 2017 Project of the Year Category G: Municipal Projects
Involving Intergovernmental Cooperation
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Grant Tasks
The NFWF grant was organized into six major tasks which supported the goals of the grant. Each task had a primary
lead but was organized in teams of grant partners. Most of the grant tasks also included elements of the other
tasks weaving a complex web of deliverables. All partners provided their expertise as needed and the tasks were
developed to synergistically promote each other and the deliverables and to respond to the many unknowable
challenges as the grant activities unfolded.

Task 1 - Develop Ecologically-Based Natural Hazard Mitigation Strategies for Coastal NJ
Municipalities
The team developed ecologically-based natural hazard mitigation strategies for coastal municipalities that build
upon existing efforts in habitat assessments and coastal green infrastructure. The team had technical experts that
were qualified to design natural hazard mitigation and resilience strategies. The strategies are based upon a
natural systems approach to natural hazard mitigation, climate resilience and adaptation. They offer solutions to
protect and restore fish and wildlife habitats, and minimize the negative impacts of coastal hazard mitigation
projects on the natural environment. The strategies break new ground by translating the plethora of broad-based
studies and principles into implementable actions and solutions for coastal municipalities to integrate into natural
hazard mitigation projects, local policies, and regulations. Reference research included, analyzing the potential for
NJ masterplans and ordinances to include ecological solutions, a literature search on NJ natural coastal hazards,
and a compendium of best practices for ecological solutions. The team worked to incorporate the actions within
the guide into the Sustainable Jersey Municipal Certification program actions to further reinforce their use by
municipalities.
Specific outcomes include:
• Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards -A Guide for New Jersey Coastal Communities
A technical guide for coastal communities that includes specific measures to reduce local risk, build resiliency,
and protect and restore habitats. Coastal municipalities are extremely varied in their natural systems,
development and communities. To address this the guide was organized by developed lands, and ecosystemsbeaches and dunes, coastal forests and shrublands and tidal marshes. For each, the guide provides an
overview, the protective values, the key vulnerabilities and the ecological solutions to address the values and
vulnerabilities. The ecological solutions covered land use planning and zoning, conservation practices, public
education and outreach, decision support tools and applicable regulations. Each section included New Jersey
case studies on the implementation of the solutions. The guide incorporated the expertise of the partners
into comprehensive accessible and implementable actions for municipalities, their residents and their
professionals.

Challenges:
The two primary challenges in this Task were the determination of the audience and the organization of the
guidance. The partners discussed these issues in specific monthly conference calls and in a mid-grant all day
meeting. Although everyone agreed that there should be a focused approach to the guidance, no consensus
could be reached on who should be eliminated. The reality was that all the potential audiences - residents,
municipal officials, professionals – could benefit from cohesive guidance on the opportunities provided by
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ecological solutions. The decision was made to use non-scientific language where ever possible and definitions
as needed to reach the widest audience but to also supply additional resources at more complex levels.
New Jersey’s coastal communities are highly diverse yet they often share similar ecosystems. Using those as
the framework for the guidance would facilitate the readers’ ability to identify their own conditions, concerns
and guidance. Four sections were agreed upon: Coastal communities themselves which by their very nature
are development (rural, suburban or urban); Beaches and dunes; Coastal forests and shrublands; and Tidal
marshes. Originally conceived only as webpages, as the discussions moved forward, the decision was made to
produce a more traditional format in an electronic version, available online, and a limited printed version,
both of which would be more accessible than individual webpages. Printable forms of condensed
recommendations and actions for use in planning were included in the Appendices. Webpages may be
developed for the guide in the future.

Outcomes:
The Guide was released electronically at the Natural Hazards Research and Applications Workshop,
Broomfield, CO and received national support from individuals and associations. To date, over 550 printed
copies have been delivered to all 239 New Jersey coastal mayors, all 21 New Jersey counties’ planners,
engineers, and parks officials and promoted and distributed at presentations to varied audiences. The
partners in the grant received multiple copies for use in future work. The electronic version is available on the
DEP websites as well as partners’ websites providing wider coverage to diversified stakeholders.

Lessons Learned:
The decision to create the guide for a broad audience impacted the delivery method. The final guide is a
professional document that immediately engages those who view it. Whether in print or electronically, the
imagery, the clear formatting and the comprehensive approach elicit an immediate interest in the reader
followed by reading sections and identifying with the information.

Available at http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/docs/bescch-final.pdf
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•

Sustainable Jersey Actions

The partners explored how to incorporate the best practices culled through this project into the Sustainable
Jersey certification program. Since its inception in 2009, the program has resulted in nearly 3,000 discrete
actions (e.g. step-by-step guidelines for the implementation of plans, policies and programs) adopted by
communities to increase their sustainability and resiliency. Of the 400 municipalities registered with the
program, approximately 50 are coastal or tidally-influenced communities.
The team’s initial preference was to create a Sustainable Jersey action that provided guidelines for a municipal
habitat assessment that could lead to a subsequent action for coastal green infrastructure strategies.
However, minimal statewide data exists for the location and type of native flora and fauna habitats. This
meant a community would need to create its own habitat inventory, requiring ecological experts and a lengthy
field investigation process. While this could eventually become part of the Sustainable Jersey program, the
development of guidelines would require time and resources that were outside of the scope of this project.
The team turned to other local steps that were necessary to advance coastal mitigation strategies, and
decided upon an educational component of the Environmental Resource Inventory (ERI). The ERI is an
important municipal resource that outlines the spatial and descriptive characteristics of natural resources
within the community and informs local land use planning decisions. The project team recommended that
Sustainable Jersey amend its ERI action to include guidance, resources and New Jersey case studies on
protecting wetlands for mitigation purposes, identifying fragmented forests and habitat areas, surveying
native and invasive vegetation, and identifying habitats in shore areas. Sustainable Jersey will incorporate
these revisions into the ERI action in early 2018, after which it will be promoted to the network of 400
municipal Green Teams for consideration.
Challenges:
It was difficult to coordinate the ecological solutions as developed in the Guide into the Sustainable Jersey
Actions schedule. The program actions are typically developed by volunteer task forces with a very specific
schedule based on presentation of new actions at the NJ League of Municipalities Conference.
Outcomes:
Five actions were modified to promote the ecological solutions and municipal activities that would support
them.
Lessons Learned:
It can be difficult to insert new policies and actions into an existing program from an outside source such as
the grant. Timing of the coordination and conformance of the actions into a broader program needs focused
efforts and benefits from a multi-year schedule.

Sustainable Jersey Actions available at http://www.sustainablejersey.com/actions-certification/actions/
Action-UID60-TS1426691217 NRI
Action-UID61-TS1425933612 open
Action-UID62-TS1390338117 habitat
Action-UID60-TS1454965222 sus plan
Action-UID60-TS1447448772 climate ad
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Task 2 – Conduct an Outreach and Education Program on the New Natural Hazard
Mitigation Strategies
Significant outreach and assistance to coastal communities and their professionals was incorporated in the grant
to promote and implement ecological solutions. Multiple presentations have been made at municipal, county,
regional, state and national venues to promote the use of ecological solutions to coastal hazards such as sea level
rise, tidal flooding, marsh degradation and shoreline erosion. The presentations are available on line at various
websites. The presentations for this task along with other tasks have reached over 3900 people interested in these
issues.
Working closely with NJ partners, the team conducted a coordinated effort to raise awareness and acceptance of
these new strategies. The goal was to reach a broad cross-section of stakeholders involved in the decision-making
process for coastal hazard mitigation, including elected officials, planners and engineers, Green Teams, and
natural resource planners and ecologists. The team’s panels of speakers included ecologists, coastal engineers,
and planners. They presented on coastal ecosystems typologies, flood management plans, policies and
regulations, and case studies of coastal green infrastructure projects implemented through this project. In
combination with other partner presentations the grant reached over 3900 stakeholders with live presentations.
Specifically, for this task the following events occurred.
• 2016 NJ League of Municipalities Conference, Green is the New Grey. Target audience: Municipal
officials
• 2016 American Shore & Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) Annual Conference (held in NJ).
Building Ecological solutions to coastal community Hazards. Target audience: Coastal engineers, natural
resource planners and ecologists
• NJ County Planners Association Quarterly Meeting – February 2017. Target audience: County planners
• Hosted a webinar, Ecological Solutions to Community Coastal Hazards, on March 29, 2017. Target
audience: Green teams, environmental commissions, local officials and interested organizations and
individuals. Also, the webinar was recorded and is available for public viewing at any time via the
Sustainable Jersey website under Sustainable Jersey Presentations-Emergency Management & Resiliency
electronically at http://www.sustainablejersey.com/grants-resources/conference-training-webinarpresentations/webinar-recordings-presentations/
• Provided three coordinated training sessions on ecologically-based natural hazard mitigation strategies
for municipalities, professionals and contractors, led by Partnership for the Delaware Estuary, that
expanded the understanding, support and successful implementation of ecological solutions by
presenting ecological goals, assessments, projects, and monitoring.
Challenges:
The only challenge in this task was the initial start-up as many of the conferences have 6-12month lead times for
programming sessions to be presented. Once the grant was underway, sessions were submitted for a wide variety
of venues and audiences. Presentations were altered to address the conference attendees’ specific interests.
Outcomes:
The outreach was highly successful. Not only were the sessions that were submitted to local, regional and national
venues accepted but many venues and associations requested presentations. A spreadsheet was kept
documenting the date, venue, audience and presenters for each session for this task and others in the grant and
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where possible a link to the event. As of the end of the grant, over 3900 people were reached by live presentations
as part of this task, and others.
Lessons Learned:
There was very broad stakeholder interest in the presentations confirming that ecological solutions are an
important consideration for the coastal communities and that there is a need for comprehensive education and
outreach to continue.
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Task 3 - Provide Direct Assistance to Municipalities on Ecological Solutions and
Strategies
Tier 1 CVA, GTR and Technical Assistance
The project team provided technical support to 27 communities, using a three-step planning process consisting of
a coastal vulnerability assessment, resiliency preparedness survey, and site-specific technical assistance for either
potential projects or shovel-ready projects. The three-step approach is a replicable process for helping
communities understand the context of which mitigation strategies should be considered, and the value and
opportunities of ecological based mitigation strategies. Several of the NFWF municipal partners also participated
in the CVA assistance. The process built upon various existing tools and programs within the state agencies and
other non-profits. Assistance to communities included a general analysis of field conditions, meetings with officials
and professionals, and consultations on issues unique to the municipality.

Coastal Vulnerability Assessment
Step 1:
Gather and
Develop
Mapping
Layers

Identify & Map
Community Assets

Map Sea Level Rise
2030, 2050, 2100

Map CAT 1 Hurricane
2030, 2050, 2100

Critical Facilities &
Infrastructure Systems
Community Resources
& Amenities
Districts,
Neighborhoods, &
Population Clusters
Natural Assets &
Ecosystems

Step 2:
Conduct a
Vulnerability
Assessment of
Community
Assets
What is the
“function” of each
asset?
To what degree will
the assets be
impacted?

Determine the
vulnerability of each
of the assets

Step 3:
Evaluate Risk
and
Consequences
to the
Community
What is the probability
of future flood
scenarios?

What are the
consequences to the
entire community?

Determine the risks by
multiplying probability
by consequences

Challenges:
New Jersey DEP sent a survey to all 239 coastal communities to solicit interest in assistance with resiliency and
coastal hazards. There were over 80 responses from municipalities. However, the effort of forming a local group
to work with the NFWF team, and to complete the GTR and CVA process was difficult and time consuming. Many
of the municipalities decided the effort was too great. It therefore took almost two years to finalize the twenty
municipal participants and the full three years to complete all the reports. Additionally, the NFWF team effort and
time to gather information, review it, complete the GTR and CVA, provide a specific field assessment and the
technical memo was significant.
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Outcomes:
The assistance was provided to a range of coastal municipalities and the reports have been posted to the DEP
OCLUP website, http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/, for review by local stakeholders and other municipalities. The
GTR/CVA process helps municipalities understand their current and future vulnerabilities and actions that they
can take to mitigate impacts. This moves them forward in addressing coastal hazards with immediate actions and
long-term planning.
Lessons Learned:
As the team worked with several municipalities, it became evident that the process was burdensome for both the
municipality and the team. There were too many meetings required; they were difficult to schedule; and they
required more time and effort than many communities could give. The two processes also needed better
integration in addressing common issues. One of the team members was commissioned to produce the document
“GTR/CVA Integrated Template, The Local Resilience Planning Protocol”. This provides a more efficient process
for both the municipality and the team working with them and will be used for future efforts by the partners.
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Tier 2 - Blue Acres assessments and recommendations
The team assessed fifteen of the state’s most significant floodplain neighborhood buyout areas under the Blue
Acres program to identify ecologically based restoration opportunities and restoration strategies. They
coordinated with the program and participant communities to investigate their feasibility. The Blue Acres program
was originally created to acquire lands prone to flooding, and to dedicate the purchased lands for recreation and
conservation purposes. The acquisition program is targeted at areas of repetitive loss but the sale is voluntary.
These lands are then typically managed by the municipality. This presents three problems- the loss of taxable
lands, the frequent lack of contiguous parcels and the burden of management on small municipalities. The fifteen
candidate areas were chosen from the information provided by the New Jersey Blue Acres program, specifically,
spatial mapping of sites for which a purchase offer had been made and sites for which the land owners had signed
an agreement of sale with the Program. The areas of investigation lie predominately along riverine systems in the
central and northern part of the state, with a few areas along Raritan and Delaware Bays. A technical team of the
project’s engineers, planners, and ecologists visited each of the fifteen sites and did desktop assessments. They
then developed potential opportunities and actions for the existing Blue Acres properties and future purchases
with the communities. By combining an awareness of the functions and values of natural floodplains with
improved ecologically based site restoration techniques, these sites can become assets for the surrounding
neighborhoods, improving the quality of life in these communities and making them more resilient to the impacts
of flooding. A report on policy and program recommendations was submitted to the Blue Acres program.
Challenges:
Many of the Blue Acres properties are not impacted by riverine or coastal flooding but rather by issues of
stormwater management. This complicates the potential solutions as they may involve off-site actions. There are
many different types of projects that could be installed on Blue Acres lands, yet the Blue Acres regulations often
do not permit them. It may be necessary to rethink the regulations on uses allowed after the purchase and on
how the lands are managed improve the function of the lands. This will probably be difficult in regulatory and
implementation considerations. The financial burden of maintenance also needs to be addressed.
Outcomes:
The team provided recommendations for the Blue Acres program in a report on the sites visited.
Lessons Learned:
Early assistance to municipalities that are current and potential Blue Acres communities could help them plan
more comprehensively for the existing and future land acquisitions and the effective use of ecological solutions
to improve land uses and ecosystems.
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Tier 3 and Tier 4 Local Government Projects
Ten local governments partnered in the grant by planning and in some cases implementing ecological solutions
to their coastal vulnerabilities. Each government partner chose issues such as marsh and habitat loss, coastal
erosion, and tidal flooding to address in a pilot project. The ecological solutions included studies for marsh and
habitat enhancement, living shorelines for shoreline stabilization, embankments for tidal flood mitigation and
habitat creation, and beach replenishment with breakwaters to deter erosion. The NFWF team and municipal
consultants provided technical assistance for feasible projects and assistance to municipalities without feasible
projects to identify new potential projects to implement ecologically-based strategies. All the projects were to
be designed and permitted, and initially five were to be implemented under the grant funding. The implemented
projects are available online currently at the NJ DEP Coastal Atlas at http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/case-studiesprojects/living-shorelines-projects.html and http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_map-coastal-restoration-livingshoreline.html
http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_mapindex.html

Local Government Ecological Projects
Planning and Permitting:
Cape May County
Lower Township
Downe Township
Somers Point
Margate City
Planning, Permitting, Implementation &
Monitoring:
Atlantic City
Brigantine Beach
Upper Township
Secaucus Town
Spring Lake Borough
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Primary Challenges, Outcomes and Lessons Learned
Challenges:
The greatest challenge of the local government projects was the diversity of knowledge and preparation for the
proposed activities. Some partners were well informed on the specific needs and schedule for their projects and
had already done significant preparation prior to the grant award. Others were new to the concepts and were at
the beginning of scoping and assessing their projects. Many were in mid-process. As the grant moved forward,
the individual projects all had some unexpected impediments and some unexpected successes. For all the projects
it became evident that two years wasn’t sufficient time to complete their scopes in part because of impediments
but also significantly because of the required timing for permitting and implementation (habitat timing
restrictions, construction restrictions, seasonal weather issues and effective planting timing). The grant technical
staff, local governments and professionals had monthly calls on each project along with specific project issues
calls and meetings to ensure that continual progress was maintained.
Outcomes:
Overall, the government projects were very successful. All of them brought new knowledge to the local
governments, their residents and to the understanding of implementing ecological projects. In some cases,
projects had to take a step backwards to a broader assessment of goals and opportunities rather than proceeding
with the proposed project. In other cases, opportunities aligned and the projects were able to move further
towards implementation than expected. In all projects, the most important elements were the multi-disciplinary
team compositions and the collaboration of partners, governments, and agencies.
Lessons Learned:
Each project was unique in its goals, approaches and challenges and therefore had specific lessons to be learned
from the process. However, several broad issues were common to all the projects.
1. Clearly defining the goals of the project at the start is critical to the design, permitting, implementation
and monitoring. Without clear goals, the project can go astray at any phase and its success or failure
cannot be determined. For the grant projects, the goals were aligned as much as possible with the NJ DEP
GP-24 Habitat creation, restoration, enhancement and living shoreline activities. They were Habitat
enhancement-creation, Shoreline stabilization (includes wave attenuation), Marsh enhancementrestoration-creation, Tidal flood mitigation, and Stormwater management. There were often other
“minor” goals associated with the specific site.
2. Assessment of the proposed site conditions at a desktop level and at the very specific site field level is
critical. Marsh projects frequently were proposed without real knowledge of the marsh condition, history
and local impacts. Tidal and wave conditions vary even over short distances. Historical data can help
indicate trends on the site such as rate of erosion. Full due diligence is necessary to understand the site,
address the concerns, set appropriate goals, design for the goals and set metrics for monitoring.
3. Integration, cooperation and collaboration from the earliest project concept across all disciplines are
necessary to ensure that all issues are understood and addressed comprehensively. In the project design,
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permitting, implementation and monitoring, there are complex interrelationships in the environmental,
engineering, social, funding and permitting that require multiple perspectives.
4. Timing of the site assessments, goals, design, engagement process, permitting and implementation needs
to be carefully considered. Sufficient time to do desktop and field assessments is critical to having the
proper understanding of the issues and basis for design. This may require observing the site in several
seasons. After the existing conditions and concerns are identified, they should be reviewed with any
stakeholders such as landowners, nearby residents and environmental groups. The goals should be
developed in a consensus process and reviewed with stakeholders throughout the project. It takes time
to find appropriate dates for meetings and this can cause significant delays. While initial permitting
concerns were sought out and incorporated into the concept and design, after the design development
documents are complete, it is important to have a pre-permitting meeting with DEP and USACE to discuss
any concerns they may have and to be informed by them of any timing restrictions. Ecological projects
are best planted in the late spring when the plants have a full growing season before winter storms. It is
most efficient to do any earth-moving and structural work just prior to the plantings in early spring. Timing
restrictions for fish and birds further complicate the schedule leaving a small window of opportunity.
Permitting typically has a ninety-day review period but that is after the application is deemed complete.
Being deemed complete can be a multi-month process. One of the major issues that is often overlooked
is the DEP requirement for all property owners impacted by the project to provide written permission.
This includes DEP Fish and Wildlife. It also includes permission for implementation equipment easements
and other coordination to access the site. Without these in place the ninety-day clock does not start.
Overall, even the smallest of projects should allow at least two years from initial concept to
implementation because of these many complications. DEP requested and received a one-year extension
for the grant because of these types of delays and to allow several of the projects to do spring plantings
and to have a season to perform monitoring.
5. Monitoring of the site for pre-project data, during the implementation and post-implementation, is critical
to understanding the success or failure of the implementation and any potential adaptive management
that may be needed to improve the results. The monitoring must use metrics that address the specific
goals for the project. The monitoring should continue for at least five years as the vegetation takes time
to mature and yearly variations in weather may impact the process. Many of the monitoring techniques
can be performed by citizens with simple training making the process more viable.
The ten projects are briefly described below with some of the unique, individual challenges, outcomes and lessons
learned for each one.
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Cape May County (Middle Township) Green Creek Tidal Estuary:
Habitat Enhancements, Shoreline Stabilization and Beach Replenishment
Grant Award: $200,000

Local Match:

$62,555

Issues: Widening inlets and creeks due to erosion; Loss of low marsh and forested wetlands; Beach dune
breaching during storms
Goals: Create a resilient bay front dune system; Maintain critical shorebird and crab habitat; Engage
stakeholders to achieve goals; Establish long term sustainability
Proposed Solutions: Model storm events: Oct. 2015, Jan. 2016, Feb. 2016; Improve beach dune complex,
Remove Schellinger Creek inlet, Add sinuosity to Green Creek

Cape May County wanted to address deteriorating conditions at the Green Creek and Schellinger Creek estuaries.
Storms had breached the bay front dune system. Both creeks were widening significantly year by year. Hurricane
Sandy expedited the dune erosion process, damaged the interior tidal marsh and left residences, aquaculture
industries and a university research institution extremely vulnerable. The coastal forest was dying off at the back
of the marsh. The project was to develop a plan to protect and enhance the tidal estuary portion of the Green
Creek Watershed along 6,500 linear ft. of shoreline. The plan would include a comprehensive strategy to
reestablish a healthy and sustainable bay dune environment, to reestablish a manageable inlet system, and to
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increase the elevation of the marsh by filling or structural means as needed to re-establish healthy natural
systems. A set of initial project alternatives, based on the results of a comprehensive study of the area, was
developed for public and stakeholder comment. Goals included creating a robust sustainable shoreline and bay
front dune system to protect the tidal estuary and its associated resources and investments; protecting and
enhancing the habitat value and water quality of the tidal estuary; creating a representative and cooperative
group of citizens, stakeholders and elected official to develop and maintain short and long term measures to
achieve project goals; creating a multiparty agreement with key stakeholders for the long term operation and
maintenance of the measures required for project sustainability. This led to an analysis and selection of an initially
preferred alternatives. The solutions were all ecologically based rather than structural in keeping with the NFWF
grant approach. The project is contiguous to the Lower Township project and near to the NJDEP project at the
Higbee WMA. Coordination with the studies and planning of these three projects would provide a continuous plan
for the entire west coast of the Cape May peninsula.
Major desktop and field data collection was used to create a hydrodynamic model of existing conditions. The
model was verified against the measured existing conditions. Three of the recent storm events, Oct. 2015, Jan.
2016, Feb. 2016, were averaged to create a “typical” storm model. The model was then run to indicate how the
proposed alternative and combinable solutions for the site would perform in normal tidal conditions and storm
conditions - restore the beach and raise the dune complex; remove the Schellinger Creek inlet and add sinuosity
to Green Creek. It was anticipated that these solutions would mitigate the issues at the site.

When the computer modeling was run for the normal tidal conditions and the storm surge, it showed unexpected
results. Normal tidal conditions were not a problem. The velocity of the flows in and out of the creeks were not
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severe and were not scouring the sides. The marsh was accreting sufficiently to match sea level rise. The storm
surges were the problem. They entered the marsh both through the creeks and over the dunes. They covered the
marsh with seawater over a longer than normal tidal condition impacting the vegetation. Most importantly, the
seawater could only leave the marsh via the creeks which was causing severe velocities and scouring. None of the
proposed alternatives improved that. Removing Schellinger Creek or adding sinuosity to Green Creek had no
impact on the scouring. A tidal gate, to be closed only during storms, was modeled and determined to be the only
effective solution for the scouring. The basic beach profile improvements, dune complex enhancements and tidal
gates at the inlets were the proposed solutions along with a cooperative management plan. Unfortunately, these
solutions weren’t acceptable to some of the property owners so the project could not move forward to permitting.
Permission from all property owners is a requirement of the permit process. The selected plans were developed
sufficiently to prepare and secure the necessary permits in the future. It is unknown when that may be achieved.
When permits are secured, constructions plans, specifications and estimates of quantities will be developed. More
information is available at:
https://capemaycountynj.gov/Search?searchPhrase=Green%20Creek%20Tidal%20Estuary%20Sustainability%20Project

Challenges:
There were two challenges in accomplishing the goals of the grant. The first was securing sufficient desktop and
field data to properly model the normal tidal and storm surge conditions. Significant time was spent in the field
to ensure that the computer model would reflect existing conditions. When the model was run it very closely
matched the actual conditions of normal tidal flows. The storm surge conditions were modeled by combining the
data from three major storms that had recently occurred and for which impacts had been recorded. These also
closely matched the existing data. This meant that the model could be relied upon to accurately show specific
impacts that could not be measured in the field such as water velocities during storms. This resulted in an
increased understanding of the interactions on the site and the ability to trust the modeling response to
alternative tidal conditions. The second challenge was conveying the unanticipated results of the modeling to
some of the stakeholders and property owners who were resistant to the concept of a structured solution and
convincing them that the solutions were valid.
Outcomes:
The process followed by Cape May County provides a worthwhile example of the importance of stakeholder
engagement in coastal resiliency planning. They met regularly with the stakeholders both to inform them of the
progress and to receive their input. The final plan addresses the issues and goals that the stakeholders endorsed.
The results of the modeling align with studies that have been presented by USGS and others on storm surge
impacts and potential solutions. The difficulty is that the modeling showed interactions and results that appear to
be a new paradigm for storm surge impacts and effective solutions that will take time to be accepted.
Lessons Learned:
The assessments and modeling raised unexpected conditions not resolvable with the ecological solutions originally
proposed as solutions. Historical solutions and understandings of marsh interactions may no longer be viable in
the face of sea level rise and increasing storm frequency and intensity. New studies are being published that
confirm that coastal conditions and interactions are changing and require new considerations and solutions.
Additionally, the complexity of computer modeling makes it difficult to understand and trust for those not familiar
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with the verification processes. This will undoubtedly change as more modeling is completed and field conditions
verify the results.

Lower Township:
Habitat and Marsh Enhancements, Beach Replenishment and Breakwaters
Grant Award: $250,000
Local Match: $62,500
Issues: Marsh health at Cox Hall & Fishing Creek; Impeded tidal and stormwater flows; Beach shoreline
erosion and habitat loss; Tidal flooding, storm surge and SLR, 2,800 acres impacted
Goals: Enhance marshes by improved water flow; Resilient, sustainable bayfront dune complex and
habitat enhancements; Communities protected from tidal flooding
Proposed Solutions: Double tidal/stormwater infrastructure; Strategic shore breakwater locations;
Beach and dune replenishment and habitat enhancements; USACE coordination

Lower Township is an example of excellent timing. They had four issues to address: improved tidal and
stormwater flow at two locations at marshes, beach erosion and tidal flooding issues on their shoreline.
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By adding new pipes at each marsh, they doubled the capacity of flow and provided improved tidal and
stormwater flow. Tidal flow inward improves the marsh health and stormwater flow outward reduces
flooding of the marshes and contiguous areas. They have planned for wave attenuators strategically along
the entire shoreline to reduce wave action and erosion of the replenished beach. They designed the
beach replenishment and dune complex to meet the FEMA flooding concerns and the protection of their
residents without losing views. As they were completing these plans, the Army Corp of Engineers
completed planning of funding for a dredging project near the beaches of their municipality that will
supply sand for a major part of the replenishment. This is a pilot project that reflects the common occurrence
in the bayshore communities of beach erosion, marsh degradation and loss and increased risk of flooding due to
storms and sea level rise. The project will provide insight into the issues and benefits of using ecological solutions
at such conditions.
Challenges:
This project is large and complex with four different areas working together to provide habitat enhancements,
tidal flow and storm water benefits. Lower had to engage the many communities within their municipality, inform
them and receive their input as they designed the project. The requirements of USACE were different than the
FEMA requirements for beach and dune profiles. The design of the wave attenuators is relatively new and required
consultation with several experts and recent design information from another new project westward on the bay.
DEP permitting requires the approval of all property owners in the project. For Lower this was a significant effort
complicated by the fact that many owners are away in the fall, winter and spring.
Outcomes:
The project has been submitted for both USACE and DEP permits and is working with both to answer questions
and make any needed changes. Lower made the decision to use the higher elevation of dune profiles so that they
could meet FEMA requirements and benefits from the program. It appears that USACE will be able to supply sand
for roughly 50% of the project. Lower has been applying for additional funding in hopes of the entire project
moving forward in 2020. The approach on tidal and stormwater flows will positively impact the marsh health as
shown by the separate but aligned Marsh Futures assessment also funded by the grant.

Lessons Learned:
The multiple objectives and criteria for the four portions of the project made the work a little more complicated
but overall greatly improved the final positive impacts. Scheduling public outreach meetings and with acquiring
property owner permissions did cause delays but the project still has time to complete permitting before USACE
will be ready to assist in implementation. The township had never taken on such a large project on its own but
has been able to maintain progress effectively. This may be the first time a municipality has taken on the
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planning responsibilities. This is typically a USACE scale project. The collaboration with USACE and FEMA
provides major benefits for the project and the municipality.
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Downe Township, Gandy’s Beach:
Beach Replenishment, Breakwaters and Horseshoe Crab/Red Knot Habitat Creation
Grant Award: $200,000
Local Match: $50,000
Issues: Loss of Habitat – Horseshoe crab/Red Knot; Loss of beach and hard infrastructure; Marsh edge
erosion
Goals:
Habitat Restoration for horseshoe crab/Red Knot; Resilient bay front dune system; Protection from SLR
and storm surge
Proposed Solutions: Strategic Breakwater locations; Beach and Dune Replenishment; USACE
Coordination

Gandy’s Beach is in a very exposed location in the Delaware Bay and has suffered significant erosion of its beach.
As you can see from the photographs they are surrounded by water and marshes, which are rapidly eroding. The
beach is part of an important shoreline for horseshoe crabs and Red Knots. The project was to develop a plan to
protect and enhance 1,000 linear ft. of beachfront area through beach replenishment and detached breakwaters
(wave attenuators) and re-establish horseshoe crab and Red Knot habitat. The design would provide a resilient
bay front dune system and protection from sea level rise and storm surge. The design required coordination of
beach profiles with a larger USACE CAP beach replenishment project along 3500 linear feet of Gandy’s Beach. The
beach replenishment and detached breakwaters were also anticipated to increase shoreline protection for
shorelines westward of the design area where erosion is diminishing critical marshes. The USACE project had not
included breakwaters yet the studies of the Delaware Bay dynamics indicated that without the breakwaters the
beach would erode very quickly. A previous beach replenishment just southward lasted only one season. The
inclusion of the breakwaters made the USACE CAP project infeasible due to benefit-costs ratios. There was a
possibility that an extension of a proposed sanitary sewer and the associated treatment plant might move forward
and improve the BCR but this did not occur in time for the project reviews. After several meetings with the USACE
CAP team, Downe, local ecological groups working in the area and the NFWF team, the project was put on hold.
The design and permitting documents were completed but not submitted. USACE agreed to consider the project
for 2022 when new dredge materials would be available from the Delaware River DMU. Downe has proceeded
with submitting the project for other sources of funding. It is hoped that a combination of the DMU and other
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funding sources will allow the project to proceed. Monitoring protocols were developed for the project and may
be used in the future.
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Challenges:
The primary challenge of this project was the justification of expenditure versus the protective value. There are
very few structural improvements along Gandy’s Beach- the road and 24+ houses, some with failing septic
systems. The sanitary sewer treatment plant infrastructure would have been counted on the benefits side but
there were many other funding issues involved and this portion did not proceed. An economic valuation of the
marshes behind Gandy’s Beach might also have improved the BCR but the state of the art has not advanced
sufficiently to be used here. The other challenge was the number of stakeholders in the vicinity. Multiple
landowners and non-profits were active along the shoreline working to improve the erosional conditions.
However, there was no previous effective coordination of the projects, the USACE project and the NFWF project.

Outcomes:
Downe was able to fund the studies needed to prove that the breakwaters were a critical element of the beach
replenishment project and have permit drawings prepared which were coordinated with the proposed beach
profiles from USACE. The project also brought USACE, other non-profits and Downe Twp. together to coordinate
their efforts. The breakwaters significantly prolong the life of the beach replenishment project but their cost
completely pushed the benefit cost ratio beyond an acceptable range for the CAP project, which was therefore
shelved. However, because the breakwaters were so effective, the Corp has agreed to make Gandy’s Beach the
recipient of sand which is anticipated to be dredged from the Delaware River in approximately 4-5 years. So, while
the project did not get implemented now the breakwaters will be part of the beach replenishment in the future
which will significantly extend the life of the beach, provide flood protection and critical habitat for horseshoe
crabs and Red Knots.

Lessons Learned:
There were several important lessons learned over the course of this project. The first is the importance of having
the proper investigations of comprehensive site conditions prior to any design proceeding. The USACE CAP project
only studied the shorelines of Gandy’s Beach and Fortesque for appropriate beach profiles because that was the
scope of the project. However, Downe, having had experience with the short life of beach replenishments, had
their consultant study the dynamics of the Delaware Bay, the local currents and sediment transport. The study
showed that to retain the beach breakwaters would be needed. They then studied the configurations and
locations needed to minimize the loss of sand given the beach profiles chosen by USACE, and have that loss
provide benefit to the marsh edge to the west. These studies dramatically changed the USACE project’s BCR but
also showed that the project would be ineffective without breakwaters. The second lesson was the importance of
engaging all stakeholders/participants in the planning for any site. By bringing together USACE, DEP, Downe, the
American Littoral Society and The Nature Conservancy of NJ, the projects shared knowledge and coordinated
future efforts. This exchange informed and improved the projects. The ALS and TNC projects supplied
demonstrable sediment accretion and erosional issues.
Timing did not allow for the inclusion of new work on the economic valuation of marshes to be included in the
USACE BCR. The marshes landward of the housing at Gandy’s Beach provide valuable resiliency and protection for
the inland communities. This should be included in future design considerations and hopefully models will be
more accessible before the 2022 implementation.
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Margate City:
Marsh Assessment and Restoration Plan, Habitat Restoration and Beneficial Re-use of Dredge
Materials
Grant Award: $125,000
Local Match: $62,500
Issues: Bay and lagoons dredging needed for economy; Restoration sites needed for dredge materials
Goals: Municipal dredging plan; Beneficial Reuse of Dredge Materials; Marsh elevation or edge
restoration; Dredge Hole Restoration
Proposed Solutions: Marsh Assessment & Restoration Plan; Dredge sampling plan and material testing;
Near term Shelter Island edge restoration; future Amherst Cut restoration; future Dredge Hole #90 and
#84 restorations

Shelter Island

Amherst Cut
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Margate’s initial proposal was to perform dredging at the local waterfront at Amherst Avenue which had severely
silted in and to apply the materials (43,000 cubic yards) to enhance a wetland area of approximately 6 acres on
an inland shore. There were several immediate problems. The site could not be dredged as it wasn’t a documented
previously dredged area and the wetland to be enhanced wasn’t deemed degraded. Margate and the grant
partners looked at several other opportunities but it was determined that it would make more sense to do an
overall Marsh Assessment and Restoration Plan to comprehensively handled both restorations and dredging
needs throughout the municipality. Stockton CRC was brought in to assess three restoration opportunities: Shelter
Island Dredge Hole #90, Dredge Hole #86, Amherst Cut. In conjunction with other partners they were to provide
existing conditions assessments, project identifications, preliminary designs, and report for restoration within the
municipality. When their preliminary assessments were complete, they were reviewed to determine permit
feasibility. Dredge Hole #86 seemed most viable., so further studies were initiated and a joint permit review was
scheduled. At this meeting, it was determined that NJDOT had jurisdiction over any activities in the dredge hole.
They were willing to fund further studies as they would be a benefit to NJDOT also. However, any actual project
would not be possible within the grant timeframe. This prompted a further consideration of the other two
locations. USACE had recently done a reconnection of a divided island and also had interest in an area near Shelter
Island. DEP prepared desktop reviews of both Amherst Cut and Shelter Island for possible marsh creation and
living shorelines and a broader understanding the dredging needs. Margate prioritized their dredge needs and
developed preliminary testing of materials at several locations to inform any designs for the restorations. The
goals would be shoreline stabilization, habitat creation and overall additional resiliency for associated upland
areas. The Marsh Assessment and Restoration Plan includes an assessment of issues, research on ecological
restoration options and potential projects to provide coastal marsh restoration, enhanced wildlife habitat,
ecological solutions for coastal storm resiliency and support for Margate’s recreational boating industry. Margate
attended a second joint permit meeting to discuss their preferred option which was to partially fill Dredge Hole
#90. This was deemed not viable due to insufficient information on the habitats that would be changed by the
filling. At this point, more testing of currents and sediments and a second review of the shoreline restoration of
Shelter Island’s west side was performed. This resulted in a shoreline project for Shelter Island using sediment
from several close lagoons. The project will be reviewed by the joint permit committee in June 2018. It also
resulted in the potential for filling of the Amherst Cut which is currently filling in naturally. More studies are
needed on the impacts. Unfortunately, the areas that are currently in need of dredging were the unintended
consequence of two cuts that were made to improve navigation which did not work as planned.
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Challenges:
The primary challenge for this project was understanding that dredging and restoration projects need to be
developed in conjunction with each other. Margate’s dredging needs had major economic impacts on their
boating community and secondary impacts on the whole community such as loss of the related commercial
activities and individual restriction on private boating. Dredging was the issue but it needed to be paired with
beneficial use of dredge materials. While this is an expanding field it still has many impediments in terms of habitat
replacement and proven benefits.

Outcomes:
This project has given Margate a plan for multiple restoration options that will use their dredge materials to
improve the ecological health of their community. It will also will provide information on common restoration
needs and opportunities for other traditional barrier island/bayside communities. In the face of rising sea levels
and projected increases in the frequency and severity of coastal storms (such as Super-storm Sandy) the plan
represents an opportunity for creative resiliency solutions. Increased elevations at varying depths on the sites and
shoreline stabilization and re-creation, as well as the opportunity for thin-layering applications on coastal
wetlands, will provide ecological benefits to the bayshore. Properly designed, they may create a more resilient
buffer for Absecon Island and, also maintain the environmental functioning of these coastal marshes while
protecting and expanding the existing habitat value. The project will provide insight into the issues and benefits
of using ecological solutions at such conditions.
Lessons Learned:
The primary challenge for this project was understanding the relationship between ecological projects and
dredging from project concept to actual implementation. Significant desktop and field assessments are needed to
understand site conditions, history and dynamics for both restoration projects and dredging projects. Those
studies must be then supplemented with sediment testing and ecological/environmental understanding of
complex ecosystems. Then all of that must be considered in the filter of climate change which means the water
levels will change, the frequency and intensity of storms will change, habitats and habitants will change -all of
which the projects must hope to accommodate.
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Somers Point, Marsh and Habitat Enhancements and Tidal Flood Mitigations
Grant Award: $125,000
Local Match: $62,500
Issues: Public Marina dredging and restoration; Restoration sites for dredge materials needed;
Tidal flooding in multiple locations
Goals: Beneficial reuse of dredge materials; Habitat Creation; Marsh restoration; Tidal flood mitigation
Proposed solutions:
Iterative site assessments and concepts; Embankments for habitat and tidal flood mitigation
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Somers Point’s initial project was to develop a plan for maintenance dredging (The actual dredging activities were
to be funded by a NJ DOT grant.) at the Higbee Marina and to develop a design for the use of this dredging material
in a thin layering process on a marsh at Bay Avenue. As occurred in several projects, insufficient assessment had
been done on the potential site. In the first joint permit meeting, one of the natural resource agency staff
recognized the site as having recently suffered an overwash and said it would recover without an intervention.
Somers Point and their consultant went back to the municipality to search for other beneficial reuse opportunities.
While doing this they also proceeded with a dredge sampling plan and then a dredge plan for Higbee Marina.
This was complicated by the lack of any documented previous dredging which is an impediment both to any future
permitted dredging and to the determination of an appropriate depth. Somers Point searched and found some
imagery showing the prior marina uses and the depths were set primarily at -4 NAVD88 but with some -6 areas.
The area of dredging was also restricted closely to the former boast slip perimeters. Somers Point located and
area inland of the initial marsh that was being tidally flooded frequently. Their consultant designed an
embankment that would mitigate the flooding, remove Phragmites and replace them with pollinator and terrapin
habitat. The embankment would also serve as a walkway with viewing stations out over the marsh in an area that
had no sidewalks. However, when Somers Point presented the concept plans to the public the local neighbors
objected. They felt the walkway and improvements would bring strangers into their neighborhood. The council
decided to seek another area. The consultant and grant partners went back to look at other opportunities.
One of these was Malibu Beach which had an eroding shoreline and was used as both a dog walking beach at one
end and bird nesting habitat at the other. An assessment of the currents and historical erosions indicated that
there would most likely have to be some form of breakwaters. More importantly, during the studies, NJ Fish and
Wildlife were contacted. They had been monitoring the bird nesting and did not want any disturbance to the area
as it had become a highly successful nesting location. Somers Point did find another location along Somers Point
-Mays Landing Road. The area suffered from tidal flooding and had opportunities for habitat enhancement. The
residents were very receptive to the project. The design would create native shrub/scrub habitat for pollinators,
would provide a buffer to deter phragmites from spreading further, and would reduce tidal flooding from the
marsh. This project would serve as a pilot for future beneficial reuse of dredge materials to enhance wetlands and
provide flood protection. During permitting the embankment was reduced in some areas and increased at an
existing marina to accommodate the materials from Higbee Marina.
Challenges:
There were multiple challenges from the beginning through to the end of this grant. One of the first was the
emphasis on dredging rather than ecological restoration. This was common among the municipalities and is
understandable given the negative economic impacts of silted in waterways and lagoons. There is typically
insufficient knowledge on the dredge permitting rules and process which caused delays. Once the focus was
better balanced between dredging and beneficial reuse, there were difficulties in establishing that proposed
ecological solutions and habitat were an improvement over existing conditions from the ecosystem aspect. Very
little scientific data exists currently but with increased projects and monitoring efforts that is changing. Moving
the concepts to implementation was also difficult because ecological projects are extremely site specific. The
assessments of existing conditions are critical to an effective project design and implementation.
Outcomes:
Somers Point received permits approvals for their final project at Somers Point-Mays Landing Road. They also
successfully modified their NFWF grant with Ocean City to provide funding to implement the project in fall of
2018. They are hoping to expand the embankment to the other side of the road which would complete tidal
flooding mitigation for the neighborhoods and further enhance the habitat and marsh.
Lessons Learned:
The Somers Point process clearly shows how critical early and comprehensive research on the potential sites is
to the success of beneficial reuse of dredging materials and ecological projects. The issues to be addressed are
complex, the solutions are complex and the partnerships are complicated yet the projects do bring synergistic
benefits.
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Atlantic City Garner’s Basin:
Habitat Creation, Shoreline Stabilization and Tidal Flood Mitigation
Grant Award: $125,000 Local Match: $62,500
Issues: Gap in shoreline allows tidal flooding; Poor property conditions in very public area; Potential
horseshoe habitat if improved
Goals: Habitat creation - horseshoe crab & pollinators; Shoreline stabilization; Tidal flood mitigation;
Public education
Solutions: Rock Sills for Shoreline Stabilization, baffled to allow horseshoe crab access to beach; Low
and High Marsh Creation; Embankment for tidal flood mitigation & pollinator habitat; Public Information
Sign for Living shorelines

In the Gardner’s Basin neighborhood, just north of the intersection of North Rhode Island Ave and Parkside Ave,
a 100’ wide lagoon front property chosen as the project. The site was vacant, rubble strewn and a gap in the
bulkheading which allowed for tidal flooding. At the water’s edge, two stone sills were created to provide
shoreline protection but also provide access to the beach for horseshoe crabs. Inland of the beach area, a low
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marsh and high marsh were created, approximately 100 linear feet in width by 30 feet depth. Even further inland,
a vegetated embankment, 100 linear feet in width by 15 linear feet in depth, was created for tidal flood mitigation.
The embankment was covered in vegetation for pollinator habitat. This project was designed to make the bayside
of Atlantic City more resilient by providing protection/resiliency for the historic Gardiner’s Basin commercial
center and park. The project also provided educational signage on living shorelines and marsh habitat. The project
was monitored for pre-construction conditions, during construction and post-construction for one growing
season. Volunteer citizens scientists will monitor the site as part of a new NJ DEP program.

Challenges:
The most significant challenge for the Atlantic City project was the financial take-over of the City by the State of
New Jersey. All projects and many departments were shut-down. It took months to clarify to the City and then
the State that the project was funded through a grant and that the consultant engineer could be paid and should
be allowed to continue of the project. Once this was accomplished the project proceeded and the State facilitated
approvals to mitigate for the time lost. The implementation was also challenging as the site conditions required
more excavating of debris than anticipated and then more filling with clean materials to meet the required
elevations for the sills and low marsh conditions. There was no way to know the depth and extent prior to the
actual work. Lastly during the final field reviews, it was determined that horseshoe crabs were in fact using the
beach for spawning. The location would not have suggested this but the horseshoe crabs were actively on the site.
This required a change in the design of the project. In the initial concept design of the stone sill was to run from
bulkhead to bulkhead, with low and high marsh behind it. There was no expectation of horseshoe habitat as the
property faced on to a deep channel. However, during the site visit it was immediately apparent that horseshoe
crabs were using the beach despite the intensive rubble. To accommodate the crabs and yet stabilize the
shoreline, the sill had to be divided into two parallel sills to create a baffle with a low opening in water at low tide.
This was accomplished and even during the implementation, horseshoe crabs were accessing the site.
Outcomes:
The project was completed successfully, in a timely fashion and is performing as expected. Horseshoe crabs have
been able to use the access to the beach and low marsh. The low and high marsh plantings are growing well. The
pollinator habitat plantings are growing well. There appears to be a small erosional issue at a stormwater outlet
that is from reflected waves. This can be corrected with some stone protection along the outfall.
Lessons Learned:
Effective and persistent communication made the difference in this project’s implementation. The financial
takeover meant that DEP had to coordinate communication between the City, the State, the consultant engineer
and the project teams. Some City personnel were put on furlough and not reachable for several months so DEP
had to discover and work through the remaining personnel to get the project back on track. While this project was
extreme, the regular bi-weekly and monthly communications that were set up as part of the grant process
facilitated the increased efforts.
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Brigantine Beach:
Habitat Restoration, Shoreline Stabilization, Tidal Flood Mitigation and Stormwater Management
Grant Award: $125,000
Local Match: $62,500
Issues: Varied and poor shoreline conditions; Tidal flooding at bulkhead gaps; Stormwater flooding
from Brigantine Boulevard
Goals: Habitat restoration/creation; Tidal flood mitigation; Stormwater management
Proposed Solutions: Shoreline plantings to support existing native species; Embankment for tidal flood
mitigation and pollinator habitat; Trench drain and outlet protection for stormwater management;
Formalized parking

Un-named
@ 4100

S.Cherokee Drive
Magnolia Way

Hydrangea Way
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On four side street right of ways along Brigantine Boulevard, the shorelines and inland areas were assessed for
erosion, habitat loss and tidal flooding and stormwater flooding. None of the shorelines had bulkheads but the
neighboring properties did. Some of the shoreline areas were well vegetated while others were not. Low and high
marshes were created to enhance existing conditions. Vegetated embankments were created across each
waterward end of the street right-of-ways to provide initial steps in tidal flood protection for the residents and
for Brigantine Boulevard which is the sole means of access for Brigantine. The vegetation provided pollinator
habitat and native species tolerant of the differing water conditions of the embankments. At the inland foot of
the embankment trench drains were installed across the property to catch stormwater from the Boulevard, slow
its flow, deliver it through the embankment to riprap at the shoreline. The system will reduce erosion and manage
increasingly heavy storms and run-off. The project was monitored for pre-construction conditions, during
construction and post construction for one growing season. Volunteer citizens scientists will monitor the site as
part of a new NJ DEP program.
Project enhancement areas are:
Hydrangea Way: 50 linear ft. across ROW x 25 ft, depth
Magnolia Way: 50 linear ft. across ROW x 30 ft, depth (future)
S. Cherokee Blvd: 80 linear ft. across ROW by 80 ft. depth
Unnamed Street at 4100 Brigantine Blvd.: 50 linear ft. across ROW x 30 ft. depth

Challenges:
The primary challenges were scoping and costs. Initially Brigantine had hoped to restore seven street ends along
Brigantine Boulevard. As the field reviews were completed and design concepts developed, it became apparent
that the solutions would be more complex and expensive than thought. Brigantine reduced the project to just 4
ends. The designs moved forward and a bidding estimate was done. This was higher than expected so the scope
and the design were reduced. Steel sheeting for stabilization within the embankments was changed to gabion
baskets. Magnolia Way was postponed. The bid was set with S. Cherokee Boulevard and Unnamed as the base
and an option for Hydrangea Way. All three were implemented. Another challenge was the need to not destroy
existing viable living shorelines. Outfalls for the stormwater were located and implemented with minimum
disturbance. The final challenge involved the embankment ends which needed support until bulkheads were
elevated to their height. Terraced gabion baskets worked effectively and will be planted with native species.
Outcomes:
The three sites have been very effective overall. S. Cherokee which had stormwater erosion still needs some
adaptive management. The vegetation and shorelines wintered well and are establishing themselves. Brigantine
Beach’s Living Shorelines was recognized by the New Jersey Society of Municipal Engineers with their 2017
Project of the Year Category G: Municipal Projects Involving Intergovernmental Cooperation.
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Lessons Learned:
The complexity of effective solutions makes it difficult to gauge the costs. No previous projects of a similar nature
had been implemented. Throughout the project the designs were refined and while at the end only three sites
were implemented, they were well suited to meeting the multiple goals that had been set.
Brigantine was very effective monitoring costs and then reducing the scope as needed to be sure of achieving
fundable implementations.
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Upper Township -Strathmere:
Habitat Creation and Shoreline Stabilization
Grant Award: $61,000
County Grant: $280,230
Local Match: $75,000
Issues: Degraded habitat; Shoreline erosion; Marsh edge erosion
Goals: Marsh & habitat restoration; Shoreline stabilization and restoration; Marsh edge stabilization
Proposed Solutions: Rock sill for wave attenuation; Low & high marsh creation; Coir logs for marsh elevations;

Upper Township received a county grant to restore a boat ramp at the end of Bay Avenue and regrade portion of
Bay Ave to mitigate flooding. Both sides of the boat ramp had bare sand and rock-strewn beaches and the south
side had a large marsh with severely eroding shorelines. Upper’s NFWF project was to create new living shorelines
on each side of the new ramp and to extend them along the marsh edge. The two living shoreline areas equaled
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approximately 100 LF of distance or 3,450 SF of area that will be restored. These would stabilize the shoreline
and help with the flooding mitigation. They also provide a natural transition to the wetlands rather than a bulkheaded edge. There was a third project inland of Bay Ave for wetland mitigation that included restoration of the
marsh edge along Bay Ave and the parking area for the ramp.
When the NFWF team met in the field to review the conditions it was apparent that a tidal stream near the ramp
was also eroding. Rather than extend the living shoreline southward as originally intended the project was
extended along the north bank of the stream to better stabilize the marsh at the edge of Bay Ave. and to reduce
the erosion of the stream bank. The team was concerned about the boat wakes from the contiguous marina and
from the open fetch. Plans were developed for both sides of the ramp with coir log sills and both low and high
marsh plantings of spartina alternifora and spartina patens. Other uplands plantings were also included at the
road edge.

During the construction there was additional concern about the wave action and large rocks were added at the
south face below the coir logs to act as wave attenuators.
Challenges:
The primary challenge of the project was timing of implementation. The most opportune time coincided with the
Osprey nesting restriction and there was an active nest near the site. Upper asked if there were any possible
mitigations and DEP determined that locating another nest nearby would be acceptable. Upper was able to get a
nest and pole immediately though a program at the local vo-tech which had received a grant to make nests and
poles for future use. The nest was installed within a week of the issue being raised and the implementation
proceeded. Both locations had nesting pairs during the work.
Outcomes:
Overall the project went well. However, in the initial monitoring it became evident that the high tides were higher
than expected. The design tide elevation used had not been verified at the site and was lower than the actual high
tide. The spartina patens was being flooded and both dying in place and being uprooted. It was replaced with
spartina alterniflora. The winter season also confirmed the concerns with wave damage. The stones mitigate some
wave action but the high marsh coir logs were damaged by waves and the plants damaged. Adaptive management
solutions have been discussed with Upper and will be implemented. Upper will also extend the living shorelines
further south along the marsh in a new project.
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Lessons Learned:
There were three specific lessons from this project. The first was the importance of early research on the project
site. In the pre-submittal review with permitting, it was determined that a portion of the proposed project along
Bay Avenue was already part of a mitigation project and would not need restoration. This reduced the anticipated
amount of living shoreline and marsh restoration that had been planned. The second was the successful
mitigation of the osprey nesting concerns. By considering mitigation alternatives and working with the resources
agencies, the project proceeded on schedule and provide an additional osprey nest as mitigation.
The third reinforces the importance of field verification of conditions at the site. The mean high water at the site
varied from the reported mean high water which caused the high marsh to be at too low in elevation. This also
caused winter wave damage. The high marsh will be elevated so that spartina patens can succeed at the site.

January 2018 - winter damage to coir logs and taken pre-spring plant growth
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Secaucus Town:
Habitat Restoration, Tidal Flooding Mitigation and Stormwater Management
Grant Award: $225,000
Local Match: $75,000
Issues: Damaged living shoreline at dock; Tidal and stormwater flooding - dysfunctional ditches;
Shoreline erosion
Goals: Habitat restoration; Tidal and Stormwater Flow improved; Shoreline stabilization
Proposed Solutions: Low and high marsh planting; Tidal ditches dredged and new backflow preventers

Secaucus sought to design, implement and monitor a series of restoration and protection activities in response to
damage caused by Hurricane Sandy and the need to improve long-term resiliency for coastal communities. In
preparation for future severe weather events, sea-level rise, and other environmental risk factors, they restored
the river bank areas at the Public Safety Marina and enhance critical tidal drainage ditches conveying storm water
to the Hackensack River. These activities take steps towards providing long-term ecological solutions to improving
the water quality of runoff to the Hackensack River, while also enhancing the resiliency of the storm water
management systems. At the public marina, after removal of a sunken barge and dock restoration, funded as
another project, the existing living shoreline was to be expanded across the site and waterward. However, in the
first meeting, it was determined that there was sufficient pollution in the soils that it would be inappropriate to
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attract wildlife to the area. The living shoreline was therefore to just recover by itself. Secaucus had three tidally
flowed stormwater ditches that had silted in causing both tidal flooding and backup of stormwater in the
neighborhoods inland. These were all located along the Hackensack River in an area with many natural shorelines
and marinas. Secaucus proposed to restore ditches and use them as examples of effective natural shorelines in
an urban environment. The tidal ditches were dredged from properties on each side with minimal disturbance of
the banks and, where needed, planting was provided for stabilization. The restoration has improved the tidal
flow, the habitat and stormwater flow. New backwater preventers were also installed at each of the stormwater
outlets. This project was monitored pre-construction, during construction and post-construction. Additional
citizen volunteer monitoring for this site may proceed through the Auxiliary Coast Guard stationed at the marina.

Dimensions of ditches:
Ditch 1 Extended Stay Hotel: 360 linear ft.
Ditch 2 Municipal Marina/ Red Roof Inn: 320 linear ft.
Ditch 3 Snipes Park: 330 linear ft.
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This work occurs in an area that has significant opportunity for additional restoration and living shorelines. To
promote these opportunities and the value of ecological solutions Secaucus will conduct outreach/education
events about living shorelines in community.
Challenges:
While this initially seemed like a simple project, complications quickly arose. In the field meeting, US Fish and
Wildlife specifically reported that they did not want the soils disturbed nor any efforts to proceed that might
attract new wildlife due to significant pollution along the Hackensack. The scope was modified to revise the
handling of the living shoreline and to modify the approach on the clean out of the ditches. This approach meant
that the implementation would require the permission of the adjacent property owners. For ditches #1 and #2
they were chain hotels and unresponsive to the request from Secaucus. It was eventually necessary to involve
lawyers to communicate with them. Once that was achieved they were willing to allow the work on their property.
However, this delayed the project for months. Additionally, the process was more expensive to execute and the
dredge materials would have to go to special disposal site at quite a distance from Secaucus. The bids came in
higher than expected and beyond the budget so the project was rebid with an option not to do one of the ditches.
The bids came in much lower although still over the budget. Secaucus decided to proceed using additional
municipal funds.
Outcomes:
All three ditch channels were scooped out using a front mounted ditch digger which allowed the channel to be
lowered without disturbing the sides of the ditch. The slope was modified to provide positive drainage to the
Hackensack for stormwater and better tidal flow into the ditches. Improved backflow preventers were installed
on the stormwater outlets. Only minimal new plantings were needed. The dredge materials were tested during
the implementation and were less polluted than the initial testing. This allowed the dredge disposal sites to revised
to more local and less critical locations saving fees and transportation costs.
Lessons Learned:
As seen in other projects, gaining property owner approvals and permissions can be difficult and time consuming.
As soon as possible in the development of a project, contact should be made with any property owners. They
should be informed of the project impacts and be part of the process though implementation.
This project also reinforced the importance of rigorous early investigations on the site conditions. US Fish and
Wildlife’s experience with a similar project significantly modified the activities that had been proposed.
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Spring Lake Borough
Habitat Enhancement, Shoreline Stabilization and Tidal Flood Mitigation
Grant Award: $130,000
Local Match: $37,500
Issues: Shoreline erosion, Tidal flooding
Goals: Habitat enhancement, Shoreline Stabilization, Tidal flood mitigation
Solutions: Low and high marsh creation; Vegetated Embankment

Spring Lake proposed to implement a 900 linear ft. living shoreline to enhance the habitat and improve flood
protection along Wreck Pond. The living shoreline was to provide pollinator habitat, low and high marsh and
include a low embankment to protect nearby homes from flooding from the pond and provide increased storm
water management from the inland side. The project was to act as a pilot for the restoration of the remainder of
the shoreline of Wreck Pond which was being funded by a HUD grant. Wreck Pond water levels and salinity levels
were in flux due to the installation of a new outfall structure. The living shoreline was designed for the installation
of a variety of marsh plant materials so that their viability in the range of tidal water levels and salinity levels could
be tested. This would inform the remainder of the living shorelines to be installed under the HUD grant. The HUD
grant was willing to fund the replacement of any unsuccessful planting.
Spring Lake’s consultants in conjunction with the grant partners prepared the living shoreline design for the site.
It was presented to the residents in a public meeting. The residents specifically along the site were not comfortable
with the designs and asked for modifications. Spring Lake worked with them for several months but the design
was not resolved. Spring Lake did submit a permit package for the project. During the same period the outfall
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installation was completed. The actual water levels and tidal flows were not as expected. Spring Lake needed to
rethink the Wreck Pond plans and their overall approach to flooding and habitat. As part of this they withdrew
the permit package for the living shoreline. The resulting change in flow resulted in periods where Wreck Pond
was drained and became a mud flat. In response to this development, Spring Lake decided that Wreck Pond
needed to be dredged before the living shoreline was constructed. DEP and the grant partners provided some
alternatives to assist in the resolution of the new issues. They spoke with NFWF to request a reconsideration of
the funding from the implementation of the living shoreline to assessments and planning of efforts that would
address the overall issues. The revised project would provide a dredging plan for Wreck Pond that would utilize
the dredge material within the Pond and redesign the perimeter with living shorelines appropriate to each
segment. The living shoreline would be delayed and implemented using HUD funds rather than NFWF funds.
Spring Lake agreed to this alternative and was to proceed with the planning efforts. However, they then sought
other approaches which were not feasible under the current regulation for dredging and shoreline restorations.
Over the course of four months they were unresponsive to requests for meetings and progress on the solutions.
In October of 2017, after discussions with NFWF the grant was terminated as both the initial deliverables and the
revised deliverables no longer could be achieved.
Wreck Pond is a very complex situation with multiple municipalities and multiple environmental issues impacting
the viable function of the Pond. The assessments and solutions need to address stormwater impacts from upland
municipalities, tidal flows from the ocean that must consider fish migration, variable salinity issues resulting from
both and citizen concerns on function and aesthetics of the Pond as a public recreational asset.
Many alternatives have been discussed over several decades in the attempt develop a comprehensive solution.
DEP will continue to work with Spring Lake to investigate opportunities.

Challenges:
The NFWF grant living shoreline was a small part of a complex solution to complex issues. It could have provided
valuable information on the appropriate design of living shorelines for the remainder of the Pond. The primary
challenge was the coordination of multiple grants which had very different goals and different timeframes. The
outcomes of the projects were not well understood and the earlier ones had negative unintended consequences
on the proposed later projects. Additionally, as was seen on other projects, communication with residents needs
to occur early and often. In this project, the citizens were not engaged early and their misunderstanding of the
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project goals and implementation seriously delayed the project. Not being able to take them to other
implemented projects was a problem. They were not willing to accept photographs of similar projects. The delay
was then further impacted by the other Wreck Pond projects that were occurring concurrently.

Outcomes:
The design for the living shoreline was completed but due to the impacts of other projects was not constructed.
After awarding the NFWF grant to Spring Lake they also were the recipient of grants from HUD for providing flood
control around the entire pond and from the US F&W to construct a new culvert to accommodate the annual
herring run. The potential of the new culvert to alter the existing water levels and salinity in the pond complicated
the plantings for the low and high marsh. Spring Lake’s delay in involving the residents in the design of the living
shoreline caused further delays due to objections to the design and the plantings. An overall comprehensive
solution to the dredging, water level and flow and flooding conditions has not yet been determined.
Lessons Learned:
When multiple grants are awarded in the same area with differing goals, it is important to coordinate efforts of
all involved to leverage the results and assure that the projects will work efficiently together to achieve the
multiple goals to the greatest extent possible. Communication within all stakeholders and projects is very critical.
When constructing a living shoreline in a developed area, the residents in the area should be engaged at the
conceptual stage to solicit their concerns and input as well as to give them ownership of the project.
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Task 4 – Monitoring and Assessment
This task includes both professional monitoring and citizen science volunteer monitoring. NJDEP regulatory
policies have been modified to better support on ecologically-based approaches for stormwater runoff
management and shoreline stabilization. NJDEP is responsible for implementing programs that regulate a majority
of waterfront, stormwater and hazard mitigation projects. This NFWF grant program and recent modifications to
New Jersey’s regulatory program resulted in an increase in ecological projects, such as living shorelines.
Documentation of the successes and failures of these projects is necessary to further improve regulatory policies
and inform relevant stakeholders, including private- sector professional design engineers, regulatory agency staff,
homeowners and local government staff, of the value of these techniques. Standardized assessment and data
collection showing effectiveness of different ecologically based techniques over time will allow New Jersey to
prioritize ecologically based solutions over more traditional and harder structures.
• Developed a standardized set of metrics and data sheets for ecologically based project monitoring,
completed in coordination with other interested parties, which can be utilized by professionals and a
modified set for citizen scientists.
• Established web-based monitoring reporting on the projects at NJDEP.
http://njdep.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=049f4937cbdd437bb496a7aea94acd
35&folderid=f4686d3c9a7048efb7a1dd8d877eb3f6
http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/case-studies-projects/living-shorelines-projects.html
• Provided training, guidance manual, and technical support on a NJDEP webpage and held a workshop
for local monitoring efforts in addition to including citizen scientists in the project monitoring.
• Recruited various citizen groups such as Master Landscapers, Master Gardeners and Green Teams to
participate in the monitoring network.
• PDE and NJDEP monitored the implementation of this grant’s restoration project sites and coastal
resources using monitoring metrics coordinated with NFWF’s metrics and the project QAPP. Atlantic
City, Brigantine, Secaucus and Upper Twp projects were monitored. Downe, Spring Lake, Lower and
Cape May County received monitoring protocols to be used in the future when their projects are
implemented.
Challenges:
A significant amount of funding became available after the grant award but before the grant contract execution.
The result was an opportunity to expand the monitoring tasks in the grant. The integration of the additional tasks
required some modifications to the original scope but once completed, decidedly improved the activities and
results. Task 4.6 below includes the primary activities.
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Outcomes:
DEP now has a citizen science volunteer monitoring program for ecological projects in place that was developed
with the grant partners. The four implemented projects have been monitored and are starting their second season
of citizen monitoring. Three other projects have monitoring protocols that will be used when the projects proceed.
Lessons Learned:
The citizen science program engaged volunteer groups that already had related skills to join the new program.
Outreach to Green Teams, Master Gardeners, Master Landscapers and local civic groups provided immediate
volunteers to participate in the activities.

Partnership for the Delaware Estuary Research and Monitoring
•
•
•
•

•
•

NFWF Task 4.3 Standard Methodology Bank – A collection of standardized procedures and methods for
scientists and citizens scientists to use when preforming monitoring of ecological restoration in the
region which is searchable and on-line.
NFWF Task 4.6a Marsh Futures – A report on two sites evaluated for site-specific marsh vulnerabilities
that give guidance to appropriate intervention tactics and monitoring approach using specific
methodologies developed in recent years.
NFWF Task 4.6b SSIMs Reports - A synopsis of long-term wetlands monitoring sites found throughout
NJ. This data gives ecologically appropriate benchmarks for restoration projects within the state. The
reports were funded for two years of the grant period.
NFWF Task 4.6c Project Monitoring Plans and Field Monitoring - Goal based, standardized monitoring
activities were developed for nine projects. Monitoring occurred at 4 sites and was paired with citizen
science monitoring when applicable. Four NFWF BESCCH projects, which were implemented, received
detailed monitoring plans and five projects that were designed and permitted received monitoring
protocols. The development of these documents and the actual monitoring provided broader
understanding of issues, appropriate goals, assessment and project planning decision process and
project implementations. The monitoring provides a basis for adaptive management.
NFWF Task 4.6d Data Management and Resources: Compilation and Hosting of Marsh Data - All data
collected for the NFWF grant followed the Quality Assurance Project Plan, which was in-part written by
PDE. The data is available for future research use.
NFWF Task 4.6e Constructing Bio-based Living Shorelines - A report was generated from methods and
lessons learned on constructing Living Shorelines in New Jersey over the last ten years.

Challenges:
The major challenges in developing the project monitoring for Tier 3 and 4 were related to the changes in project
goals and scopes as the projects moved forward with assessments and deliverables. A longer period of baseline
monitoring would have been best for the projects, but this was not possible due to the delayed start of many
projects.
Outcomes:
A standard methodology bank was created as an on-line platform, allowing not only partners of this project but
anyone in the region to apply standard scientific methods to monitoring restoration projects in the region. This
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creates an opportunity for metrics that can be cross-compared across projects in the region. The Marsh Futures
report guides two municipalities forward with site-specific intervention tactics they can use to address local issues.
The SSIM report provides ecological reference data for upcoming restoration projects; this will help planners
design the most appropriate projects.
Lessons Learned:
While the original scope was to produce monitoring for on-the-ground projects, it is equally worthwhile to scope
out monitoring plans even if the project is not immediately implemented. Initiatives such as Marsh Futures assist
municipalities by starting with site-specific areas of concern to the community, and providing them monitoring
and reports based on ecological science with definitive steps forward.
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Drone Program
The primary long-term monitoring/assessment required for ecological projects is a visual assessment of the
vegetation and shoreline conditions. The lack of funding for long term “professional” monitoring led to the use of
citizen science monitoring to fill the gap and provide at least long term visual monitoring. It became apparent that
some ecological projects could be damaged by people walking through the area and that some larger/inaccessible
sites would pose physical hazards to citizen scientist that they should not be asked to attempt. The solution was
to use small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS commonly referred to as a drone) that could provide photographs
and videos of plant coverage and shoreline conditions without disturbing the vegetation or putting someone who
is not familiar with working on a marsh in danger.
The Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning (OCLUP) acquired a sUAS (using NFWF field equipment funds) for this
purpose which resulted in the genesis of a drone program within OCLUP and the Department. The primary mission
of the OCLUP UAS is to enhance the ability to monitor the progress of ecologically based projects and to assess
the conditions of shoreline environments which improves ecological design. However, the growing industry offers
multiple opportunities to improve data collection and fill data gaps that were previously unavailable, not only to
OCLUP, but other programs within the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (Department), other
State Agencies and with the various partners working with OCLUP. OCLUP personnel, who are trained in the use
of the UAS, will use this resource to conduct aerial photography and videography in support of Department needs
and goals as well as in support of partners working with the Department and to further explore and develop the
capabilities of the UAS in enhancing and attaining the goals of the Department.

Still image from shoreline evaluation using sUAS
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Challenges:
The proposed use of the sUAS is considered commercial use by the FAA and requires a Remote Pilot Certification.
Two staff members from OCLUP attended ground school to learn FAA regulations, weather, air space
requirements, crew management and risk management principles and successfully obtained their certifications.
This was followed by flight school to learn the basics of flying the sUAV and reporting. This was funded by an EPA
grant for development of a living shorelines program. The usage also required the development of a flight training
program to develop and maintain pilot/observer proficiency and to explore and develop techniques to provide
the relevant data/product from missions flown. In addition to FAA regulations, the sUAS is subject to local privacy
and trespassing laws and flight restrictions on Federal, State and County lands. DEP has funded the ongoing
program.
Outcomes:
OCLUP has one sUAS and two pilots to fly missions. OCLUP has developed an Operations Manual for the sUAS to
assure that missions are flown safely and comply with Federal regulations as well as State and local requirements.
OCLUP pilots have flown missions to monitor projects constructed under this grant as well as evaluate shorelines
and coastal marsh areas for potential ecological projects involving beneficial use of dredge material. Videos are
available at http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_map-drone.html . OCLUP pilots are involved in setting up a sUAS
program in the Department and assisting in exploring potential use of the sUAS to meet Department needs.
An OCLUP pilot is a Department representative on the NJ Department of Homeland Security Drone subcommittee.
OCLUP is exploring the use of the sUAS to produce georeferenced aerials, 3d mapping and surveys.
Lessons Learned:
An sUAS can provide a safer, faster, less destructive and easily repeatable means of documenting of the
assessment and progress of ecological projects and shoreline evaluations.

Staff creating drone video of NFWF Brigantine S. Cherokee Boulevard project
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Task 5 - Educate New Jersey Youth on Ecologically-Based Natural Hazard Mitigation
Strategies
NWF and its statewide partners, NJ Audubon and Sustainable Jersey, made a commitment to prepare students as
leaders in the 21st century economy by engaging them in active learning and hands-on opportunities through
NWF’s Eco-Schools USA program. This project helped students explore this in an authentic way, utilizing concepts,
data, and actions directly related to their “place,” and provided opportunities for student-led tangible
contributions to ecological projects. NWF and NJ Audubon worked directly with the NJ Department of Educationfunded Green Program of Study (GPOS), currently coordinated by the NJ School Boards Association. GPOS engages
students from vocational-technical schools and comprehensive high schools in Sustainable Design, Sustainable
Construction and Sustainable Energy. The new curriculum will become part of NJ’s GPOS and available to high
schools across the state and available to other schools across the nation.
Through the Eco-Schools programs and partners two high school teams were recruited to develop and implement
a module of curriculum that includes design, monitoring, and outreach components which will result in two highprofile student-led school/community-based projects. The grant also recruited five schools registered in EcoSchools to participate in a competition for $1,000 seed grants to complete ecological projects. The partners in
Task 5 developed Ecologically-Based Natural Hazard Mitigation Guidelines for Schools as part of the Sustainable
Jersey “Action” that includes a step by step process for schools to adopt ecological solutions into their facilities
and campus. The module and other resources were incorporated into the new Sustainable Jersey for Schools
program. Sustainable Jersey will also incorporate new actions into its new local certification program for schools,
and forward it directly to its participating schools for consideration.

Challenges:
1. Willing schools were difficult to find. Task 5 team set out to identify 3 high schools that would each receive
$5,000 (equipment, supplies, stipends, travel, etc.) to participate in this grant; selection criteria included
location in a tidally influenced area in or near Cape May County, within access of our NJA team leader; we
approached 10-12 high schools that ultimately had little to no interest in the grant; two that were confirmed
later canceled and we ended up splitting the funds between two schools (Section Three).
2. Quality and coverage of school products (outcomes) varied. Task 5 team ended up selecting two high schools
in Cape May County – a public school and the county’s career and technical (vocational) school. Since funding
for three schools was now divided between two, each school received $7,000 – 7,500. Both schools had
walkable access to shoreline (a requirement) but the public school had beach/ocean access while the
vocational school had saltmarsh access. Many other variables in addition to water access shaped the work
that each school team produced, including # of teachers involved; the teachers’ expertise and subjects taught;
their personal interest in and commitment to the grant goals; their own familiarity with the subject matter;
and the amount of class time they had to spend on it (Section Three). This same “challenge” was encountered
when the Task 5 team worked with five schools to implement $1,000 mini-grants. In similar fashion, there
were many variables among the schools, which then affected the quality and coverage of the various school
products (Section Two).
3. Questions arose regarding how to address federal and State standards and priorities, as well as how to
package the school lessons and projects. The Task 5 team members had varied expertise, training and work
experiences that collectively benefited and contributed toward grant implementation. None of them
however, had recently worked in a school setting and/or taught, and/or was immersed or fluent in the current
priorities, goals and preferred methods regarding formal education delivery in New Jersey. This was a gap in
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terms of expertise and could potentially affect the quality, effectiveness and usefulness of the school products
(Acknowledgements).
4. Initial understanding of “resiliency” and “ecological solutions for coastal community hazards” varied between
Task 5 team members. Everyone on Task 5 had different levels of experience, familiarity and expertise with
these topics, along with possible misconceptions. It became obvious early on that “bedrock” enrichment on
these topics was needed early on for Task 5 team members to establish a common ground of understanding
and set the stage for carrying out Task 5.

Outcomes:

•

The curriculum module that was developed included four lesson plan packages for high school
science class use; five stewardship projects for secondary class or after-school use; and six
ecological design challenges for high school student use (designed by Task 5 team members).
Five in-person, one-day enrichment programs were conducted for Task 5 team members, school
faculty and/or high school students with partners and other experts in the development of the
module.
Two technical reports that were deliverables of the overall grant-the Ecological solutions to
Coastal Community Hazards guide and the Citizens Science Handbook- were included in the
module to be used by NJ teachers and students.
Additional supplemental resources that relate to the content of the grant and the curriculum
module were developed to support the program.
The website that houses these resources (collectively referred to as the “curriculum module”) is
on the DEP website at http://www.nj.gov/dep/seeds/bescch/index.htm. A flier, a powerpoint
presentation and text announcements are used to promote the website and these resources via
in-person workshops, exhibits and emails.
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•

High School Activities:
Two high schools were given grants of $7,500 each to develop and field test the new curriculum
module lesson packages. The funds were used for equipment, supplies, stipends, travel, etc. in
support of the schools’ efforts.
At Cape May County Vo-Tech School, three science/technology classes, 267 students, were
involved with field testing lessons. They participated in five field trips and spent 93 days outdoors
as part of the class module lessons.
At Ocean City High School, one science/technology class, 32 students, were involved with field
testing lessons. They participated in two field trips and spent 15 days outdoors as part of the class
module lessons.

•

Secondary School Activities for Stewardship Projects:
Five secondary schools were given mini-grants of $1,000 each to develop and field test the
stewardship projects that they had submitted and which were chosen by a jury. The funds used
for equipment, travel and supplies in support of the individual stewardship projects.
School: Egg Harbor High School, Egg Harbor Township
Focus: Students will re-fortify dunes to reduce flooding and through a school-wide competition, students
will build demonstration models showing what can be done by homeowners to reduce runoff and improve
coastal resiliency in their community.
School: Marine Academy of Science and Technology, Highland
Focus: Students will identify prime location for dune rehabilitation; use ArcGIS to map the area, calculate
the biodiversity index using randomized quadrats, and research, select and plant dune grasses to reduce
coastal flooding.
School: Pennsville Memorial High School, Pennsville
Focus: Students will research, select and install shade trees native on the school grounds so the root
systems would soak up rainwater runoff. In addition, the shade created by these trees would cool the
classrooms and reduce dependency on fans for cooling and reduce energy consumption. Further, the
native tree species would provide a new habitat for diverse species of birds.
School: Eatontown Middle School, Eatontown
Focus: The school will install native shrubs and plants along the courtyard to absorb some of the excess
water and improve drainage. In addition, these actions will attract more bird and butterfly species by
providing a more diverse environment.
School: Frog Pond Elementary School, Little Egg Harbor
Focus: Students will engineer and implement a solution to a wetlands problem area on school grounds
that requires water absorbing trees to be planted.

School
Egg Harbor Township High School
Marine Academy of Science & Technology
Pennsville Memorial High School
Eatontown Middle School
Frog Pond Elementary School

# Students
60
100
60
110
110

#Field Trips
2
3
2
0
2

# Classes
40
15
5
8
5
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•

The total number of minutes spent outside by students in all classes participating in the grant
was 7,240 minutes (181 classes X approximately 40 minutes per class). A total of 739 students
participated in the grant activities.

•

As of May 2018, the following outreach and distribution of materials has occurred:
1,600 fliers (promoting the curriculum module) have been distributed at conferences and
workshops for New Jersey teachers
400 fliers (promoting the curriculum module) were distributed at a competition and conference
for high school students
Two panel presentations/workshops (promoting the module) were conducted and two are
scheduled for autumn, 2018
The website, http://www.nj.gov/dep/seeds/bescch/index.htm, for the lesson module went
“live” in September 2017 and has been receiving 50-300 hits per month. The total website hits
received since September 2017 is 1,415 as of May 2018.

•

Ongoing outcomes:
One of the Ocean City high school students who worked on this grant (as a senior) went on to
college is currently doing an internship with the Army Corps of Engineers. He is considering
doing another site-based project back at Ocean City High School.
Another Ocean City high school student who worked on this grant (as a junior) is investigating
how to create a pollinator garden on school property.

•

Sustainable Jersey for Schools Actions http://www.sustainablejerseyschools.com/
Biodiversity Project
Civic & Stewardship Volunteer Initiatives
Education for Sustainability 2nd Grade
Education for Sustainability Grades 4-12 Science
Green Infrastructure Installation
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Lessons Learned
1. Willing schools were difficult to find. If the selection process is repeated, we would allow more time for
outreach to schools and rely on more personalized outreach to key personnel, such as phone calls or meetings
(versus emails and information), to present and discuss the grant opportunity. If the selection process can be
altered we would broaden the geographic area to include more school considerations along NJ’s central
coastline (not just 2 southern counties). In-person visits to the schools would then be carried out by all team
members versus one team member.
2. Quality and content of school products (outcomes) varied. Task 5 team first viewed the evolving draft lessons
that were emerging from both schools as being different in terms of quality, thereby viewing their products
on a range of “high quality” to “low quality.” After much discussion Task 5 team members began to value the
differences between the two schools as being based on their location and other variables. Ultimately, the
products of the public school became products that would be useful to other public or independent schools
while the vocational school generated products that could be useful to other county vocational schools or
adaptable by public or independent schools. This same transition of perspective was applied to the school
products that came from the five schools that received the mini-grants. Though the variables for each
instructional setting were diverse, the collection of school products all relate to watershed improvements,
flood reduction, green infrastructure, and other methods for improving resiliency in their locations.
3. Questions arose regarding how to address federal and State standards and priorities, as well as how to
package the school lessons and projects. Task 5 team members agreed to add a new member to their team
– a high school science teacher who is recognized at State and national levels for her curriculum and
instructional work in earth science, environmental science and geography, plus she is a consultant for the
New Jersey Department of Education to help implement the Next Generation Science Standards into
curriculum, instruction and assessment. Her involvement helped provide the formatting and packaging
preferences, continuity and quality that was needed for the school products. If repeated, expertise like this
should be included in the initial funding proposal.
4. Initial understanding of “resiliency” and “ecological solutions for coastal community hazards” varied between
Task 5 team members. Several practices were built into grant implementation that helped to address this
challenge at the onset. For example, Task 5 team members were always part of regular internal and external
grant team meetings, whereby scientific and technical information, data and issues were being discussed.
Also, when Task 5 questions and needs (for enrichment) were expressed, DEP and other partners were quick
to respond by offering phone/email assistance and resources, in-person, site-based training and
demonstrations, technical expertise at the school programs, and reviews of the scientific and technical work
produced by the Task 5 team and the cadre of schools, as part of the school products. In general, it is
extremely valuable to create a homogenous leadership group of all partners and expertise, versus
implementing the grant in “silos” of team members and partners based on their scientific or technical work.
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Task 6 - Circulate and Promote Project Results
•
•

The team developed this final report on the grant objectives and activities, task processes, outcomes and
case studies, and posted it on the NJDEP NFWF grant website and circulated it among peers and
professional organizations.
The team has promoted the activities and outcomes of this project to a national audience through
webinars, conferences, and other public forums. The deliverables have been incorporation into other
programs and efforts by DEP, Sustainable Jersey and other partners.

Challenges:
The only challenge for this task was determining what form the Summary Report should take to properly describe
the results of the grant. The partners discussed this over the last two years of the grant and developed sections
for the tasks.

Outcomes:
The Summary Report has been completed and will be used to promote the grant results. During the grant
numerous presentations were made to promote the various tasks and deliverables at local, regional and national
venues. The Funding Strategies Tracker has documented the presentations through March 1, 2018.

Lessons Learned:
Diverse stakeholders are interested in learning about ecological solutions. The presentations were always well
received and created interest in ecological solutions.
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Conclusions
The grant significantly advanced the role of ecological solutions for coastal community hazards. The partners
created a comprehensive guide for ecological solutions to coastal community hazards which is available online at
multiple websites and was distributed in hard copy to all 239 NJ coastal mayors, all 21 NJ county planners, park
officials and engineers and to various partners and stakeholders and at diverse events. Over 540 printed guides
have been distributed to date and have generated requests for assistance with ecological solutions. Sustainable
Jersey adopted modifications to five actions to support adoption of ecological solutions. The grant reached over
3900 stakeholders with live presentations on ecological solutions at diverse local, regional and national venues.
The grant assisted 27 municipalities with vulnerability assessments and technical assistance for projects. The ten
municipal projects were either designed, permitted or implemented with four of the implemented projects
monitored. The grant developed monitoring standards and five reports on monitoring science and the results from
monitoring grant projects, MACWA sites, and other locations to aid in monitoring and project design. Monitoring
plans and protocols were developed for five projects, citizen scientists were trained and a new citizen science
monitoring program initiated. The grant reached over 700 students with a new curriculum module and field work
on ecological solutions. Sustainable Jersey for Schools adopted five new actions related to the effort. The grant
engaged partners and stakeholders in all the tasks and has received the 2017 American Planning Association New
Jersey Chapter Excellence in Planning Award for Outstanding Engagement and Education for the grant’s activities.
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Appendix Funding Strategy Metrics
Below are the Funding Strategy Metrics with the results of the grant activities as appropriate to the
metric.
•

Capacity, Outreach, Incentives - Sandy - Economic benefits-jobs created: Upon award, 1 FTE for National
Wildlife Federation and 1 FTE for Sustainable Jersey added. Upon completion, six of the nine community
partners should add 1 FTE each.
There was no mention of jobs creation in the grant proposal by the partners however the following jobs
were created specific to the grant: DEP Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning: 1 @ 1.5 years FTE,
National Wildlife Federation: 3 @ 1 year each FTEs, Sustainable Jersey: 3 @ 1 year each FTEs, Partnership
for the Delaware Estuary – Partially funded FTEs - .41 March-Dec 2015, 1.08 2016, 1.38 2017. The
municipalities hired 13 engineering, ecological, and university consultants who primarily worked 2-3 years
on the municipal projects. There were additional FTE not compensated by the grant or match specifically
but which were part of the economic benefit.

•

Capacity, Outreach, Incentives -Sandy - Outreach, Education and Technical assistance- # people
reached: At Grant Completion: 3000.00 (grant narrative says 1,000)
Approximately 3964 people were reached by live presentations made locally, regionally and nationally at
diverse multiple venues by grant partners as of March 1, 2018. Additional outreach via websites has also
occurred: DEP Coastal Atlas, and AGO online, http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_mapindex.html; OCLUP:
Living Shorelines, and Case Studies/Projects http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/ ; SEEDS Program High School
module, http://www.nj.gov/dep/seeds/bescch/index.htm; National Wildlife Federation BESCCH Guide
and blogs,
https://www.nwf.org/CoastalSolutionsGuideNJ; Sustainable Jersey BESCCH Webinar, SJ actions, SJ for
Schools
Actions,
http://www.sustainablejersey.com/;
NJ
Audubon
http://www.njaudubon.org/SectionEducation/ProvidingfortheEducationCommunity/ResourcesandCurri
cula.aspx; PDE, http://www.delawareestuary.org/standard-methods-homepage/.

•

Capacity, Outreach, Incentives -Sandy - Volunteer participation in projects - # volunteers participating:
# volunteers participating - Grant Completion: 150.00
NJDEP Office of Coastal and Land Use planning trained citizen volunteers and then had them do
monitoring with Partnership for the Delaware Estuary and on their own at the NFWF project sites. 14
participated in field monitoring in 2017. NJ Audubon – 739 students participated in citizen science
monitoring as part of their classes
http://www.njaudubon.org/SectionEducation/ProvidingfortheEducationCommunity/ResourcesandCurri
cula.aspx

•

Planning, Research, Monitoring - Number of restoration projects that will be monitored post
construction: Project will monitor the implementation of this grant's restoration project sites and coastal
resources using NFWF approved monitoring metrics.
Monitoring Plans were developed and field monitoring was completed for Atlantic City, Brigantine,
Secaucus and Upper Township by Partnership for the Delaware Estuary. A monitoring plan developed for
Spring Lake. The monitoring plans and data are on OCLUP Living Shorelines Case Studies
NFWF Projects at http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/case-studies-projects/living-shorelines-projects.html,
also accessible through the Coastal Atlas at http://www.nj.gov/dep/cmp/czm_map-coastal-restorationliving-shoreline.html. Monitoring Protocols were developed by PDE for Somers Point, Cape May County,
and Lower Township. Monitoring Protocols will be on OCLUP Living Shorelines Case Studies NFWF
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Projects. Somers Point and Lower Township projects will be implemented and monitoring by professionals
or citizen scientist using the protocols is anticipated when that occurs. PDE performed Marsh Futures
assessments for Lower Township and Upper Township marshes. PDE performed MACWA monitoring at
existing MACWA sites. PDE provided an online resource for monitoring metrics.
•

Habitat Restoration – Restore # linear feet of urban tidal streams: A minimum of 1100 feet of urban tidal
streams will be restored and stabilized with vegetation.
Secaucus restored 1010 linear feet of urban tidal streams and installed new backflow preventers on
stormwater outlets at three locations:
Tidal Stream 1(Extended Stay America) 360 LF;
Tidal Stream 2 (Red Roof Inn/Marina) 320 LF; and
Tidal Stream 3 (Snipes Park) 330 LF.

•

Habitat Restoration – Wetland Restoration: Up to 10 acres of Wetlands will be created or enhanced
After the proposed project was deemed inappropriate for restoration, Margate developed the Marsh
Assessments and Restoration Plan for the entire municipality. As part of it, Margate and consultants
reviewed 5 potential restoration projects plus performed dredging assessments, developed a dredging
plan and completed sediment sampling for several lagoons. Margate is preparing permit documents for
the restoration of 800 linear feet of Shelter Island shoreline, for partial filling of Dredge Hole #90 and
beneficial reuse of dredged materials from several of their lagoons and main waterways. The plan also
provides for future marsh restoration and other dredge hole restoration in the future.

•

Species-Specific Strategies - Evaluate shorelines for the feasible use of living shorelines and/or
restoration of horseshoe crab and shorebird habitat: Up to 38,000 linear feet of shoreline will be
evaluated for potential living shoreline creation and evaluated for potential restoration of horseshoe crab
and shore bird habitat restoration
Over 58,270 linear feet of shoreline was assessed. See the Funding Strategies excel spreadsheet for
specifics.
Atlantic City assessed 100 linear feet for living shoreline and horseshoe crab habitat at Gardiner’s Basin.
Brigantine Beach assessed shorelines at Hydrangea Way: 50 linear feet; Magnolia Way: 50 linear feet;
S. Cherokee Blvd: 80 linear feet: Unnamed Street: 50 linear feet for living shorelines.
Downe Township assessed 1,000 linear feet of shoreline for horseshoe crab habitat and Red Knot at
Gandy’s Beach.
Lower Township assessed approximately 30,500 linear feet (2800 acres) of their shoreline for horseshoe
crab habitat.
Margate City assessed 800 linear feet for living shoreline at Shelter Island and additional shoreline at
Amherst Cut.
Somers Point assessed Malibu Beach, 5,500 linear feet, for Black Skimmer nesting habitat;
Bay Avenue 2,750 lf (3.3 ac) for shore bird nesting habitat and pollinator and terrapin habitat at the edge
of marsh.
Somers point assessed several locations generally but specifically on Somers Point-Mays Landing Road,
they assessed 1,600 linear feet (21,000 sf) for pollinator and terrapin habitat.
Secaucus assessed the 120 linear feet of existing living shoreline at the Municipal Dock on the Hackensack
River for restoration.
Spring Lake assessed the 900 linear feet along Shore road for living shoreline creation.
Upper Township assessed 270 linear feet along an existing (to be renovated) boat ramp for living
shorelines.
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Cape May County assessed the Green Creek WMA Shoreline, 8,000 linear feet, for horseshoe crab habitat.
The shoreline fronts a 2800-acre marsh that has suffered stream bed erosion and deteriorated health
from storm surge persistence.
•

Planning, Research, Monitoring - Sandy-Management or Governance Planning-# of Green Infrastructure
assessments: Completed: To achieve this objective a total of 30 green infrastructure assessments and 15
Blue Acres evaluations will be performed.
Grant partners worked with 27 municipalities to develop 19 Coastal Vulnerability Assessments and 12
Getting to Resilience Reports.
Additionally, the partners prepared 18 Technical Assistance Memos and 11 project assessments which
outlined potential uses of ecological solutions
Coastal Vulnerability Assessments (CVAs) and Getting to Resilience Reports (GTRs) will be posted on
the DEP OCLUP website: http://www.nj.gov/dep/oclup/.
Task 3, Tier 1 - 27 municipalities were assisted with CVAs (14), GTRs (10) and TAs (18) for potential
projects.
Task 3 Tier 2 - 15 Blue Acres sites evaluated for potential projects and recommendations to the program.
Task 3 Tier 3 and Tier 4 – 7 municipalities were assisted with CVA (5), GTR (2) reports, and
additional assessments (11) for potential projects (Atlantic City (CVA), Brigantine (CVA), Downe
(CVA/GTR), Upper (CVA), Lower (CVA/GTR), Somers Point (6 project assessments), and Margate (5 project
assessments).
The technical partners assessed 15 Blue Acres sites for potential ecological solutions and provided a report
with recommendations to the program.

•

Capacity, Outreach, Incentives - Sandy - Outreach/Education/Technical Assistance - # of
trainings/workshops: At least eight ecological resiliency solution workshops will be held as follows:
1. Two workshops were held for municipalities: New Jersey State League of Municipalities Conference,
Nov 2015, with grant partner presenters Sustainable Jersey, National Wildlife Federation, Stevens
Institute of Technology, DEP Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning and with 35 attendees; American
Shore and Beach Preservation Association National Conference, Oct 2016 with grant partner presenters
DEP Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning, National Wildlife Federation, Stevens Institute of
Technology, Barnegat Bay Partnership, and with 40 attendees.
2. One workshop for professionals was held with the NJ County Planners 2017. The partner presenters
were Sustainable Jersey, DEP Office of Coastal and Land Use Planning, Stevens Institute of Technology,
Sustainable Jersey with 20 attendees.
3. One workshop for citizen scientist volunteers, Rutgers ($10,000 funds) and DEP Office of Coastal and
Land Use Planning delivered a volunteer training (25 attendees) and field work with local citizens in June
2017.
4. One webinar was presented live on March 29, 2017 and archived for individual viewing on the
Sustainable Jersey website. Presenters were Sustainable Jersey, National Wildlife Federation and Stevens
Institute of Technology with 57 attendees. Website: http://www.sustainablejersey.com/grantsresources/conference-training-webinar-presentations/webinar-recordings-presentations/
5. Three workshops for professionals and contractors on design and construction of living shorelines were
held by Partnership for the Delaware Estuary and Barnegat Bay partnership with DEP and other
presenters. On Oct 30, 2017 they presented a 7- hour workshop on general information on ecological
solutions to contractors, engineers, municipal leaders, planners and architects (30 attendees). On Oct 31,
2017 they presented a 7.5- hour workshop on managing ecological project goals and implementation to
contractors, engineers, municipal leaders, planners and architects (30 attendees). On Dec 12, 2017, they
presented technological tools for assessing conditions and planning ecological solution projects and had
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hands on computer training on the tools for 30 attendees. There was significant interest in these and
future events will be held using the same materials and format.
•

•

Habitat Management - Create # linear feet of vegetated berms or living seawalls for flood protection:
310 linear feet of vegetated berms or living seawalls will be constructed to protect residential and
commercial properties and public infrastructure (specifically emergency access routes) to populated
areas.
Approximately 1880 linear feet of vegetated embankments and living seawalls were created by NFWF
projects. The vegetated embankments proved to be a very viable and effective solution for many
locations.
Atlantic City implemented 100 linear feet of vegetated embankment at a gap in the bulkheading of a
lagoon. Brigantine designed and implemented 3 restorations of street ends with vegetated embankments
-Hydrangea Way: 50 feet; S Cherokee Boulevard: 80 feet; Unnamed Street at 4100 Brigantine Blvd: 50 feet
for a total of 180 linear feet. They designed and permitted Magnolia Way: 50 feet but had insufficient
funds to implement it. It is planned to proceed when additional funding is acquired. These provided partial
tidal flood protection for Brigantine boulevard as part of an overall strategic plan. Brigantine received the
2017 NJ Society of Municipal Engineers Award for Intergovernmental Cooperation for the project. Upper
implemented living shorelines at erosional areas on either side of a new boat ramp totaling 270 linear feet
but with both low and high marsh areas.
Somers Point implemented 1600 linear feet of vegetated embankment along Somers Point-Mays Landing
Road for habitat and tidal flooding protection.
Planning, Research, Monitoring - Sandy-Management of Governance Planning - # of Green
Infrastructure Assessments implemented (30): Of the 27 proposed green infrastructure assessments, 7
will be implemented under this project.
Only five projects were implemented but two more will move forward in the next few years.
Atlantic City implemented a 100-linear foot living shoreline with baffled sills for horseshoe crab access,
low and high marsh and a vegetated embankment along with an educational sign on living shorelines.
Brigantine implemented three living shorelines and vegetated embankments along with storm water
management with a fourth to be implemented shortly.
Secaucus restored the area in front of a living shoreline so that it could function properly and restored 3
urban tidal streams by clearing them of debris and lowering the channel to allow proper flow of tidal and
storm water.
Upper Township implemented two areas of living shorelines with low and high marshes at erosional areas
on either side of boat ramp totaling approximately 270 linear feet.
Two projects have been submitted through permitting.
Somers Point – Several projects were assessed and one taken to design development. Due to a negative
public response concerning bringing people into their neighborhood, the proposed project was
terminated. Somers Point found an interested neighborhood with flooding concerns and instead
implemented 1600 linear feet of vegetated embankment along Somers Point-Mays Landing Road for
habitat and tidal flooding protection. Permits are approved and the project will be implemented in Fall
2018 with other NFWF grant funding.
Lower Twp. designed habitat/wetland restoration through stream and stormwater infrastructure
enhancements; and shoreline stabilization through wave attenuation devices and beach replenishment
along most of their municipal shoreline, approximately 30,500 linear feet, (2800 acres). They have
submitted for permits to DEP and USACE and are anticipating USACE assistance with implementation of
the beach replenishment in 2020 as part of the DMU project.
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•

Habitat Restoration - # linear feet of living shoreline: Up to 1990 linear feet of living shoreline will be
restored/constructed.
Approximately 1470 linear feet of living shorelines were restored or implemented. Several projects
changed project type and one did not proceed.
Atlantic City implemented 100 linear feet of living shorelines at a gap in a bulkheaded lagoon.
Brigantine implemented 180 linear feet of living shorelines at three street ROWs -Hydrangea Way - 50
linear feet; S. Cherokee Boulevard - 80 linear feet, Unnamed Street at 4100 Brigantine Blvd - 50 linear feet
plus Magnolia Way was designed and permitted, 50 linear feet, and will be implemented in the future.
Secaucus restored the area in front of a living shoreline so that it could function properly and restored 3
urban tidal streams by clearing them of debris and lowering the channel to allow proper flow of tidal and
storm water.
Upper Township implemented two areas of living shorelines with low and high marshes at erosional areas
on either side of boat ramp totaling approximately 270 linear feet.
Spring Lake was to have implemented 900 linear feet of living shoreline but the project was terminated
due to inactivity by the borough.

•

Planning, Research, Monitoring - Develop restoration plans and projects for future funding
opportunities: Municipalities will design restoration projects and prepare permit packages to be
submitted for approvals in the future. These projects will then be ready to proceed when additional
funding is available.
Projects ready for permit submittals:
Downe Township – The project was the design of beach replenishment (w/ USACE) and detached
breakwaters for horseshoe crab habitat and Red Knot feeding on horseshoe crab eggs. Permitting and
implementation are projected for 2022
Cape May County (Middle Twp) – The project was shoreline stabilization and wetland restoration to
mitigate erosion and breaks at shoreline for approximately 6,500 linear feet of designed beach
replenishment and tide gates for marsh protection and shoreline and creek bed erosion control (1700
acres) with documentation for permitting. One of the primary property owners objected to the use of a
tide gate for major storms so project was put on hold until this can be resolved. Permitting may not
proceed without owners’ permissions. Cape May is also seeking funding grant for implementation.
Margate Twp.: Restoration plan, dredging plans, living shoreline project for shelter Island -permitting in
2018.
Spring Lake – Re-grading of shoreline and creation of living shoreline to improve Wreak Pond, 900 lf, plans
were submitted for permit and withdrawn- project terminated for lack of action.
Lower Twp. - approximately 30,500 linear feet designed with breakwaters and beach replenishment (2800
acres) habitat restored, dual tidal flow and stormwater improvements for two marshes, submitted for
permits in Dec 2017. – USACE to provide sand for roughly half of project in 2020

